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Preface 

The Character was an unique literary genre which appeared 

rather suddenly on the scene in seventeenth century England to enjoy 

a tremendous vogue until the end of the century, hut, then, unlike 

some fly-by-night styles of writing, it did not Just as quickly fade 

away. Despite its highly specialized structure, various authors dis¬ 

covered that it could be easily adapted to suit their tastes and the 

tastes of their contemporaries; thus, when its normal period of exis¬ 

tence should have ended, it came to be absorbed into numerous literary 

forms and flourished throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 

The Character has been differently defined, but no one def¬ 

inition trill suit the innumerable ramifications which developed during 

its long history. At its inception,its purpose could be stated thus: 

"The Character is a brief composition consisting of sententious, epi¬ 

grammatic, often paradoxical sentences, describing a person or thing 

not as an individual but as typifying a class. The purpose is usually 

didactic, and the spirit in the greater number of cases is satirical. 

Ordinarily there is little or no development of the subject,the author* 

aim being to describe and define by heaping together as many compact, 

witty, epigrammatic sentences as the brief space at his disposal will 

permit."1 These limitations of style and subject matter, if they had 

persisted unaltered, would soon have paralysed the form. Generally 



speaking, the Character always retained certain of these marks, the 

treatment of a type, conciseness, and brevity, but several subtle and 

very real modifications had to occur so that it might continue. 

To show how these transformations developed, tracing first 

the English anticipations of the style,then its period of greatest 

importance from 1642 to 1660, followed by a decline during the Civil War, 

and finally its absorption into Restoration drama, and the conduct lit¬ 

erature, periodical essay, and novel of the eighteenth century is the 

plan of this paper. To give a special point of emphasis, one type in 

particular will be treated, the beau, long the butt of satirists. This 

over-fastidious type admits of several diversifications; he may be 

called gallant, fop, courtier, and, in a more unfavorable light, either 

rake ox* rogue. Whenever possible examples and quotations will be selected 

from Characters of this type; thus, the reader may follow the modulations 

within the species itself, and at the same time notice how the Character 

changed, expanded, contracted, and was assimilated into other literary 

fashions. The middle of the eighteenth century has arbitrarily been 

selected as a stopping point, but one must realize that the Character 

itself did not cease at this point. 

Most helpful assistance was received from the Staff of Fondren 

Library of The Rice Institute, in particular from Mr. Ruben Weltsch,Mrs. 

Lorraine Gresham, Mrs. Nadine Nelson, and Dr. William S. Dix. To Mr. John 

Burns and Miss Marion Merseburger go a personal note of thanks for their 



untiring help in preparing this manuscript, and to Mrs. Jody Kirk and 

Dr. W. S. Dowden for their efforts in procuring necessary hooks. To. 

Dr. Alan D. McKillop's amiable and valuable criticism and direction I 

owe the largest debt of appreciation. 

1 W. L. MacDonald, Beginnings of the English Essayf Toronto, 191k, p. 9k. 



Part I 

1565 - 1660 



Chapter I 

Present day colloquialism makes great use of the expression 

"what a character!" This one word "character" may be used derisively, 

sarcastically, or humorously about another's appearance or personality. 

Sven the trivial annoyance caused by a stranger's mincing step often 

stamps him with this label. One can speculate that such diverse conno¬ 

tations might exist in a-lineal descent from the original use of the 

term. A twentieth century "character" implies anyone who deviates from 

that elusive norm, the "average," so often the basis of people's Judgments. 

But such an idea is not too distantly related to Aristotle's definition 

of the doctrine of the "Mean,” in turn the immediate basis of the first 

Greek notion of Character-writing. To this philosopher virtue meant the 

happy medium between two extremes. Obedience to reason in act and word 

determined the moderation that was virtue; any good trait carried to 

extremes in the direction either of deficiency or excess became a vice. 

As the immediate successor of Aristotle in heading the Peripa¬ 

tetic school, it was only logical that Theophrastus should accept this 

famous concept of right and wrong. Although the founder of botany and a 

monumental writer in innumerable fields, his lasting fame has sprung from 

one ingenious form of prose writing, Ethical Characters (ca. 319 B. C.). 

This work was conceived either as a pleasant divertisement for his own 

amusement or as a fresh, concrete teaching aid to vivify for his students 



Aristotle's ethical concepts. A philosopher's life did not shut his eyes 

to the facts of reality; instead it made him particularly sensitive to the 

air of decadence that prevailed in Athens. With her days of empire behind 

her, Athens lived in the shadow of her past glory, in the beauty of her 

buildings and sculpture, in the strength of her language. Having no further 

lands to conquer, her people looked to their own city and neighbors as 

sources of intellectual stimulus. The vanity and foibles of the human 

microcosm provided an unending spectacle of amusement and edification. 

Conduct—the concrete effort to capture the "Mean"—became every man's 

concern. Theophrastus capitalized on this thread of interest when he 

originated a unique method of classifying the vanities of human life. 

Men have always been interested in other men's vices, particularly 

if they can laugh at them. Describing social types is still a favorite 

form of writing. Such contemporary sketches are seldom completely kind, 

more often satirical, frequently scathing, but always good for a laugh. 

Although stereotyped to a point of revulsion, these types still serve a 

utilitarian purpose. By making us aware of common weaknesses, even common 

virtues, shared by all men, our eyes are opened to a greater knowledge of 

human nature. 

To describe such individuals and types was a stock exercise of 

the Aristotelian school, for, as students of rhetoric as well as ethics, 

these prospective orators were required to draw apt and pertinent portraits 

of men. It remained for Theophrastus, however, to invent a set form, an 

easily employed expression to be used by a society interested in nothing so 



much as itself. His form is clear and simple. First he states or defines 

the vice, as "Ill-breeding is a sort of behaviour which gives pain without 

harm." (It has been surmised that he wrote Characters of virtues also, 

but none have been found.) Then in an objective manner he catalogues 

independent examples of how an individual suffering from this defect would 

act or speak, tying them together by the repetition of the formula "he is," 

"he knows," "he acts." Most of the sketches are of moral types, but several 

as Flattery and Oligarchy, depict more social and professional types. He 

offers no comments; never does he prejudice the reader as to what he, the 

author, thinks. The hypocrite, the flatterer, the tactless man walk 

through his pages and by their characteristic actions invite one’s ridicule 

and 1 aughter. Neither moralizing nor erudite commentary causes him to 

digress. Except for a few touches of local color, his Characters are as 

fresh and modern, as much in evidence today, as they were in ancient Greece 

If he had described only professional types of eccentrics in dress and 

behavior, this small collection of thirty Characters might have long since 

suffered a major eclipse, of value only to the scholar. Wisely Theophrastus 

selects basic qualities found only in the vital essence of human nature, 

faults which are hidden in soldier or saint regardless of time or place. 

Thus, hetfeals with the Coward, the Shameless Man, the Stupid Man, the 

Superstitious Man,the Garrulous Man, the Braggart, or the Impudent Man. 

They are always types, never individuals. 

His brief, realistic reports, illustrative of a typical fault of 

a class, amuse while they instruct. More important, they have a concrete 



basis in truth. Presented as they are through action and speech, these 

writings bear a pertinent relationship to the comedy of Menander, one of 

Theophrastus’ pupils. Both authors sought to amuse and instruct their 

fellov citizens. Dramatisation of Theophrastus’ sprightly yet simple 

sketches would have been easy. The conjunction of the Character and 

comedy in form and purpose has a striking continuation through the seven¬ 

teenth and eighteenth centuries. To illustrate this dramatic quality 

notice that "The flatterer is the kind of man who, as he walks with an 

acquaintance, says: 'Behold! There is not a man in the city who enjoys 

so much notice as yourself. Yesterday your praises were the talk of the 

Porch.' . . . As the flatterer goes on talking in this strain he picks 

a speck of lint from his hero’s cloak. ... If the patron makes a stale 

jest, the flatterer laughs and stuffs his sleeve into his mouth as though 

he could not contain himself."’*' The Coward "when he hears the sound of 

battle, and sees men fall ... says to those about him that, in his haste, 

he has forgotten to take his sword; then he runs back to his tent, sends his 

servant out and bids him see where the enemy are; meanwhile he hides his 

weapon under his pillow, and then wastes a long time hunting for it."^ 

The ostentatious, overly-precious kind of man, later labeled the 

fop, rake, gallant, or beau, finds its classical progenitor in Theophrastus’ 

Character of "The Exquisite," one of the better examples of his form and style. 

Exquisiteness is a striving for honor in small things. The 

exquisite, when invited to dinner, is eager to sit by his host. 

When he cuts off his son's hair for an offering to the gods, no 



place tut Delphi will answer for the ceremony. His attendant 

must be an Ethiopian. When he pays a mina of money he makes a 

point of offering a freshly minted piece. If he has a pet daw 

in the house, he must needs buy it a ladder and a brazen shield, 

that the daw may learn to climb the ladder carrying the shield. 

When he has sacrificed an ox, he winds the head and horns 

with fillets, and nails them up opposite the entrance in order 

that those who come in may see what he has been doing. When he 

parades with cavalry, he gives all his accoutrements to his 

squire to carry home, and throwing back his mantle stalks proudly 
about the market-place in his spurs. When his pet dog dies, he 

raises a monument to the creature, and has a pillar erected with 
the inscription: "Fido, Pure Maltese.” In the Asclepieion he 

dedicates a brazen finger, polishes it, crowns it with flowers, 
and anoints It every day with oil. 

And he has his hair cut frequently. His teeth are always 

pearly white. While his old suit is still good, he gets himself 

a new one; and he anoints himself with the choicest perfumes. 
In the agora he frequents the banker's counters. If he 

visits the gymnasia, he selects those in which the ephebi 
practise; and, when there’s a play, the place he chooses in the 

theatre is close beside the generals. 

He makes few purchases for himself, but sends presents to 

his friends at Byzantium, and Spartan dogs to Cyzicus, and 

Hymettian honey to Rhodes, and when he does these things, he 

tells it about the town. Naturally, his taste runs to pet 
monkeys, parrots, Sicilian doves, gazelles' knuckle-bones, 

Thurian jars, crooked canes from Sparta, hangings inwrought 

with Persian figures, a wrestling-ring sprinkled with sand, and 

a tennis-court. He goes around and offers his arena to philos¬ 

ophers, sophists, fighters, and musicians, for their exhibitions; 

and at the performances he himself comes in last of all, that the 

spectators may say to one another, "That’s the gentleman to whom 

the place belongs." 

And, of course, when he is a prytanis he demands of his 

colleagues the privilege of announcing to the people the result 
of the sacrifice; then putting on a fine garment and a garland 

of flowers, he advances and says: "0 man of Athens, we prytanes 

have made sacrifice to the mother of the gods; the sacrifice is 

fair and good. Receive ye each your portion." When he has made 

his announcement, he returns home and tells his wife all about it 

in an ecstasy of joy.3 

Merely substitute crowded seventeenth or eighteenth century London, 

with its levies, theatres, with its fastidiousness in dress and behavior for 



this Athenian panorama and a typical beau will appear. Herein lies the 

peculiar charm of Theophrastus for the lay reader and his provoking intrigue 

for the scholar. The average person enjoys reading him and, at the same 

time, can apply his moral code to modern life. The scholar, in turn, is 

constantly enticed by the possible influences of the Greek on later 

Character-writers. Admittedly, there are many phrases and ideas lifted 

bodily from him, but his rare quality of "classic" appeal is repeated in 

other writers only when they too dwell on the deeper moral qualities of man¬ 

kind. Only these qualities, whether vice or virtue, never change, while 

the exterior fluctuates with every new thought. "There is nothing new under 

the sun" within the inner man. 

Theophrastus* Characters arrived on the English scene by two 

routes, the normal way through a translation of his work in the early l600's 

4 
and the less obvious way through the schools of rhetoric. Aristotle had 

laid the basis for a trend toward character analysis in his Rhetoric, by 

demanding, as Boyce paraphrases it, that the speaker know "the nature of men 

in respect to moral virtue or character, in respect to affections, age, and 

fortune; that he must also, for adequate persuasiveness, know the 'moral 

character peculiar to each form of government'; and that a good way to master 

these subjects is to compose, as Aristotle did, descriptions of representative 

men. 

This type of rhetorical exercise as it reached the sixteenth and 

seventeenth century schools can in turn be divided into two streams. The 

first would flow through Menander, if we accept the fact that he was actually 



affected by Theophrastus' Characters* His bearing upon the drama of Plautus 

and Terence and their subsequent authority in the English curriculum orig¬ 

inated a decided taste for definite, set types and for the use of type names. 

The other current expressed itself first in the classical then in the 

medieval emphasis on the importance of •writing descriptions, in turn based 

on the doctrine of decorum. Cicero's instruction in description as well as 

ethopoeia and prosopopoeia, was incorporated in grammar books as a vital 

facet of rhetorical learning. Thomas Wilson in his Arte of Bhetorique 

(1553) composed a descriptio which has the familiar tang of one who both 

knew Theophrastus and who wrote in the tradition of rhetorical practice. 

Also, before Casaubon's translation of Theophrastus in 1592, 

there were developing in England many native genres which anticipated the 

Character-form, which, when joined with the classical rhetorical influence, 

converged into a solid stream of background interest for the genuine writing. 

These native roots are, in fact, largely responsible for the tremendous 

interest in the Theophrastan Characters that followed Hall's first imitation 

and Overbury's popularization. So successfully had they created a taste 

for type-description that Theophrastus did not appear as a startling inno¬ 

vation. His deserved fame came rather from his position as a respected 

classical author offering a lucid plan of composition that could be joined 

to diverse native roots. This basic form, so simple yet so universal, 

proved invigorating to an age struggling to revive some of the lost grandeur 

of the Elizabethan Golden Age. 



The personified figures of virtue and vice were well-known in 

the sixteenth century through religious preaching and symbolic writings 

such as The Ancren Riwle and The Vision of Piers Plowman* Such abstract 

figures were soon sporting on the stage in mystery and morality plays as 

realistic representations of the seven deadly sins, the Devil, and so forth. 

Classification on a social basis was exemplified in the literature of the 

three Estates of man used in sermons and other homilitic writings, or, even 

more prominently, in the vivid personages of Chaucer's Prologue to The 

Canterbury Tales, although these too were written in the predominant 

rhetorical tradition. 

The end of the sixteenth century saw a flood of pamphlet literature 

which often suggested the Character-form, without actually profiting from 

its example. The progenitor of the popular coney-catching pamphlets is 

Awdeley's Fraternity of Vagabonds (1565), a rather slight work which describes 

the various sorts of thieves and their practices in short descriptive pas¬ 

sages. It is important chiefly because it served as part-model for Harman's 

classic Caveat for Common Cursitors (1567). Harman, a country magistrate, 

through firsthand observation of tramps who stopped at his door and those 

he studied in London, created a storehouse of miscellaneous information on 

priggers, doxies, upright men, and other colorful individuals who constituted 

the rogue population of his day. He "has all the deftness of the trained 

sociologist; he compares, classifies, notes the significant details; he 
i 

keeps a record of individual names and activities; he draws a few obvious 

morals, and presents his work to the public that it may learn the lesson. 



Too full of anecdote, personal history, and moralistic warning to he 

thought true Character-writing, this work did stimulate interest in type- 

description by collating in one volume the first celebrated English descrip¬ 

tions of thieving types, in addition to the importance it achieved as a 

reference manual for later pamphleteers. Greene, Dekker, and others were 

immediate borrowers of his facts and types. In later decades this roguery 

tradition lived on in the exploits of Moll Flanders and in the devious 

techniques of Fielding’s Jonathan Wild. 

One of the most successful writers to profit from Harman's example 

was Thomas Nashe, the popular Elizabethan pamphleteer. In Pierce Penilesse, 

His Supplication to the Divell (1592) he laments the sorrowful plight of 

the professional author. A letter is dispatched to the Devil pleading 

with him to eliminate some of the misers and usurers, so that gold may 

circulate more freely. In the process of this burlesque development on 

the old allegorical theme of the Seven Deadly Sins, he sketches several 

types which anticipate later Characters of beaux. Breaking into the 

established order of society at that time were a newly rich, ostentatious 

gentry whose vanity offered ready-made targets for the satirist’s pen. In 

his treatment of the nature of an "Upstart," Nashe illuminates many of the 

disgusting mannerisms of dress and behavior which were hallmarks of the 

beau’s artificiality down to the day of Samuel Johnson. 

Hee will be humorous forsoth, and have a broode of fashions 

by himselfe. Sometimes because Love commonly weares the 

liverey of Wit, hee will be an Inamorato Poeta, and weore a 
feather of her rainbeaten fan for a favor, like a fore-horse. 



Al Italionato is his talke, & his spade peake is as sharpe as 
if he had been a Pioner before the walls of Roan. Hee will 

despise the barbarisms of his own Coutry, & tel a whole 

Legend of lyes of his travailes unto Constantinople. If he 

be challenged to fight, for his delatorye excuse hee objects, 
that it is not the custome of the Spaniard or the Germaine 

to looke back to every dog that barks. You shall see a dapper 
Jacke, that hath been but over at Deepe, wring his face round 

about, as a man would stir up a mustard pot, & talke English 

through ye teeth like Jaques Scaodhams, or Monsieur Mingo de 

Moustrap: when ... he hath but dipt his bread in wilde 

Boares greace, and come home again. . . .7 

Robert Greene's Greenes Vision (1592), continuing this vein of 

type-description, conducts a dialogue between himself, Gower, and Chaucer. 

He talks of beauty and jealousy in typical moralistic language, for 

"jealousie is a canckar, that fretteth the quiet of the thought, a moath 

that secretly consumeth the life of man, and a poison spetially opposed 

O 

against the perfection of love." The violently anti-Catholic portraits 

of the Spanish Masquerdo (1589), written under the emotional impact of 

the ill-fated Armada, are more invective outbursts than Character-like 

achievements. 

Closer to genuine Characters but still in the line of early 

satire, coney-catching pamphlets, and sermon literature is Thomas Lodge's 

Wits Miserie (1596). He surpasses both Hashe and Greene in choosing more 

fundamental facets of human nature such as "Adulation," "Vainglory," and 

"Curiositie," but he continues their discursive techniques by inserting 

anecdotes, personal appraisal, and bits of sermonizing. His "Lecherous 

Man" does Hashe's "Upstart" one better for:, 

Hee goes daily apparelled like a lord though he be but a devill, 

his haire frisled and perfumed. ... By day he walks the streets 

and the Exchange, to spy out faire women; by night he courts them 



with maskes, comforts, and musickej hee will sigh like a dog 
that hath lost his master,if his mistres refuse him, and weepe 

like a Crocadile till he have won himselfe credit: . . . This 
is he that corrupts maidens to unlawfull desires for mony, and 

cals Adultery by another name, A fit of good fellowship: ... 
If he take up commodities, it is Cock-sparraow, Potatos, and 

Herringes, and the hottest wines are his ordinary drink to in¬ 
crease his courage: his table talke is but of how many wenches 

he hath courted that weeke, and . . . you shall heare him laugh 
at his greatest villanies most heartily: when he rides you shall 

know him by his fan: and if he walke abroad, and misse his 

mistres favor about his necke, arme or thigh, he hangs the head 

like the soldier in the field who is disarmed. . . . His care 

is for nothing but perfumes and Elixar, the one to make him 

smel sweet, the other to lengthen life, for of all things he 
will not heare of death. . . .9 

He concludes with a moral exhortation to avoid this devil "who blindeth 

our hearts, lest we should behold God's just Judgements."'1'^ As Boyce 

says, "In Wits Miserie the English character-sketch went as far as perhaps 

it could go toward becoming a genuine Character without direct appeal to 

11 
the classic model." 

Running parallel with the satirical spirit and often indistin¬ 

guishable from it was the tremendous interest in epigrammatical writing. 

In Samuel Rowlands' The Letting of Humour1s Blood in Head-Vaine (1600) an 

attempt is made to utilize both kinds of writing. The later Character- 

writers, Overbury and Breton, leaned heavily on the technique of the 

epigram, with its small satirical blows at the foibles of mankind. The 

satire tended to be longer, more discursive, and more complex. Compare 

Rowlands' first Satire on the ostentatious gallant with his epigram on 

"Fine Phillip." In the shorter compass of some twelve verse-lines he 

achieves the same effect. The gallant, beau, and fop were the particular 



delight of such caricature. As Sir Walter Scott says, ’’The more ambitious 

coxcombs of our forefathers' day, affected to distinguish themselves, not 

only from the sober-minded public, and from the vulgar, but from each other, 

for which purpose each assumed a strain of peculiarity, however absurd 

and fantastic, and, in the heraldic phrase, bore his folly with a differ¬ 

ence. Thus every fashionable gallant varied in mien and manner from his 

companions, as widely as all did from sober demeanour and common sense. 

Rowlands depicted almost every speciesof affectation, even though 

he dwelt excessively on the old themes of knavery and simplicity. "Fine 

Phillip" coming in for a shave cries? 

. . . fie, these cloathes are washt with common sope. 
Why dost thou use such ordinarie balles? 

I scorn this common trimming like a Boore, 
Yet with his hart he loves a common whore.^ 

The lying braggart goes: 

. . . Into Paules forsooth, and there he talkes 

Of forraine tumults, uttring his advice, 
And proveing Warres even like a game at dice: 

Next speech he utters, is his stomackes care, 

Which ordinarie yeeldes the cheapest fare: 

Or if his purse be out of tune to pay. 

Then he remembers tis a fasting day:^ 

Saint Paul's, the contemporary equivalent of Times Square, provided in its 

generous aisles the favorite promenade of gallant and beggar, a place to 

show off the latest fashion, spot a ready gull, or find a patron for a free 

meal. In this period, references to dining at "Humphrey's" are profuse, 

this being the misnamed tomb of Sir John Beauchamp where penniless beaux 

and destitutes waited for the proverbial handout or found safe haven from 
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their creditors. In Looke to it: For. He Stabbe Ye (1604), Diogenes 

Lanthorne (1607}, The Knave of Clubs (1609), and The Hifiht-Raven (1620) 

Rowlands continues his cross-breeding of satire and epigram. 

In the last decade of the sixteenth century the old lament that 

life was all vanity and wickedness took on a new intensity. The causes for 

this sudden shift in mental outlook are many. External events such as the 

plague, troubles with Spain, Ireland, and Prance, and the ticklish question 

of a successor for Elizabeth were only a part of it. The inflated national 

pride that followed the defeat of the Armada was gradually subsiding as 

men looked about their London to find it no longer a metropolis filled with 

men of bravery and genius, but a resort for the ambitious, the wealthy, 

and fashionable, jammed with fops, cheats, gulls, and parasites* As common 

sense assumed the foreground, the sonnet was discarded in favor of less 

romantic forms. With Sidney and the days of romance dead, the true dis¬ 

enchantment of the Elizabethans set in.^ The religious and moral tone 

basically inherent in the English Renaissance finally triumphed in a revulsion 

for the sensuouoneos and expansiveness that this movement implied. Ho doubt 

the rereading of Persius, Juvenal, Horace, and Martial in the light of this 

new mental attitude did much to encourage it. In the social strata*dis¬ 

integration of the old ranks of distinction, which gave rise to a flaunting 

group of upstarts, vivified for the man in the Btreets the tremendous change 

taking place. The result was an overwhelming surge of verse-satire, epigram, 

and satiric drama of "humours," and the satiric type-portraiture of the prose 

pamphlets 



Ik 

Hall voiced this general discontent and criticism in his 

Virgidpmiarum (1597)* In the prologue he claims to be the first in England 

16 
to write satire in the manner of the Latins. Although this fact has been 

seriously questioned, he did succeed in establishing a vogue that was checked 

only slightly by Archbishop Whitgift's demand in June 1599 that satirical 

books be burned. Even though many of the sketches in this work have the 

appearance of authenticity, the definition would be over-stretched by in¬ 

cluding them in a collection of Characters. But in his picture of the 

"Witless Gallant" we find Hall developing his knack of writing by character 

traits which in 1608 evolved into the first authoritative use of the 

Theophrastan form. 

Seest thou how gaily my young master goes, 

Vaunting himself upon his rising toes; 

And pranks his hand upon his dagger's side; 

And pickes his glutted teeth since late noon-tide: 

His hair, French-like, stares on his frightened head, 

One lock amazon-like dishevelled, 

As if he meant to wear a native cord, 

If chance his fates should him that bane affort.^ 

The height of fashion he flaunts include a "love-lock," a single curl that 

hung down to the shoulder, hair standing upright in the French style, in¬ 

tricately plaited ruffs, and preposterously swelled breeches called trunk 

hose. 

Choosing Martial for his model was Sir John Davies, most praised 

for his lovely contemplative poem Nosee teipsum. In the epigrams that first 

appeared in All Ovid's Elegies (1595)# written in conjunction with Christopher 

Marlowe, Davies talks in a gay, easy manner of courtiers, cynics, wenches, 
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and duelists. Lacking the malicious sting of Martial, these are still pungent 

in their salty realism. For example, "In Librum," a rake: 

Liber doth vaunt how chastely he hath lived 

Since he hath beene in towne, seven yeeres and more. 

For that he sweares he hath foure onely swiude, 

A maide, a wife, a widow, and a whore: 

Then Liber thou hast swiude all women kinde, 

For a fift sort I know thou canst not finde. 

The year 1598 saw the appearance of several volumes of verse satire 

and epigram including Everard Guilpin's Skialetheia. Many of his pieces 

are extensions of the types found in Davies, others are further embellish¬ 

ments on individuals that any Londoner could easily recognize roaming the 

streets of that metropolis. As: 

Heere comes Don Fashion, spruce formality, 
Neat as a Merchants ruffe, that’s set in print, 

New halfe-peeny, skip’d forth his Laundres mint; 

Of brave! what, with a feather in his hat? 

He’s a dauncer you may see by that; 
Light heeles, light head, light feather well agree. ^ 

The more ingenious astrological framework of William Rankin’s 

Seven Satires (1598), with the light it throws on the well-grounded belief 

in pseudo science, entitles this work to the small place it holds in 

literary history. Analyzing those born under Venus and Mars as not only 

amorous, voluptuous, delighting in neatness and delicacy but also lascivious 

and obscene, he draws vicious little pictures of such devotees. 

... a servant wan and pale, 

Slave to his mistres beck, her frowne, her smile, 
And oath commander when his toong doth faile: 

Whose peacocks heart in agonies doth boile, 

And in a world of follies keepes a coile, 

And like a Spanniell waiting for a bone.^O 
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Neither of these two make great claims as literary artists, hut by following 

the literary trend toward satire, they contributed yet another bit to the 

general background of type-portraiture. 

Even the great Edmund Spenser was not averse to additional stabs 

in the satiric vein. In Complaints Containing Sundrie Small Poemes of the 

World Vanitie (1591) be too ridicules the favorite of all caricature, the 

"Ape" who comes to court disguised as a gentleman. This creature’s re¬ 

volting behavior stands in sharp contrast to the picture of the "Brave 

Courtier" who will not "crouche with fained Face," who hates "fowle leasings 

and vile flatterie." Rather he passes.his days in knightly feats of arms 

and wrestling, "for all his mind on honour fixed is" and "in his princes 

21 
service spends his dayes." 

The coney-catching pamphlets, as a rule, were concerned less with 

character than with professional techniques presented in such an outright 

manner that the populace would immediately be on guard. Hack writers, as 

well as men of Dekker’s and Breton's caliber could sense that the public's 

taste was satisfied by this type of literature and were quick to climb on 

the bandwagon. Because of the unsettled condition of the theatre and the 

fact that prose writing was more remunerative, Dekker turned to this field 

in 1606 with The Double P.P., undoubtedly written to take advantage of the 

patriotic outburst following the Gunpowder Plot. He works out a riddle 

based on the alphabet as a scheme to attack various kinds of Catholics, 

while at the same time to praise their more virtuous Protestant correspondents. 
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This crude work protracts,the idea of Estates literature in epigrammatical 

form. The same year saw his sequel to Nashe's Pierce Penniless in Hewes 

from Hell; Brought by the Piveil's Carrier. The style varies from genial 

satire on contemporary failings to more serious pictures of those condemned 

in Hades. The horrors of Hell ring true, a place where "all the inhabitants 

are almost broylde like Carbonadoes with the sweating sickness, but the best 
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is (or rather the worst) none of them die on't." But no poets are suffered 

to remain there for the "colonel of the Conjurers" feared they would write 

libels against him! 

Dekker goes beyond professional conduct in the Seven Deadly Sins 

of London (1606) done in the form of a seven-fold pageant. For example, 

"Politic Bankrupt!sm" and "Shaving" refer to various methods of cheating 

men out of their money. For "Apishness" and "Cruelty" he reserves his 

severest indictment, particularly the latter. Writing in the third person 

singular, he reveals something of the mind and feelings of a social type, 

over and above the standard practices. "Apishness: or, the fifth dayes 

Triumph" brings the gallant to the fore again. 

Hees but yong, for hees a fierse, dapper fellow, more light 

headed than a Musitian: as phantastically attired as a Court 

Jeaster; wanton in discourse; lascivious in behaviour: jocund 
in good companie: nice in his trencher, and yet hee feedes 

verie hungerly on scraps of songs: . . . much about the year 

when Monsieur came in, was hee begotten, between a French 

Tayler, and an English Court-Seamster. ... This Signior 
Joculento . . . comes prawncing in at Cripplegate, and he may 

well doe it, for indeed all the parts hee playes are but con'd 

speeches stolne from others, whose voices and actions hee 

counterfeties; but so lamely, that all the Cripples in tenne 
Spittlehouses shewe not more Haltin. . . .23 



Jests to Make You Merrie (1607), which includes sixty odd jests 

usually attributed to George Wilkins, treats in the second part of Cock 

Wat, the spirit of Newgate, with his tales of prisoners and their crimes. 

His description of a jail as "a mans grave, wherein he walkes alive; . . . 

a Sea wherein he is alwaies shipwrackt . . . a wilderness where all that 

Pit 
wander up and downe grow wilde, and all that come into it are devoured” 

provides both theme and language later for Mynshul's Essays and Characters 

of a Prison and Prisoners (l6l8). This exposure of thieves and rogues 

proceeds in The Belman Of London (1608), twice reprinted in 1609, which 

provoked Rowlands' Martin Mark-All. Beadle of Bridewell, wherein he accuses 

Dekker of stealing material from Harman. Admittedly, their types are similar 

as the "Roague" of whom "no puritane can discernible more than he, for he will 

speake in a lamentable time and crawle along the streetes ... as if there 

were not life enough in him to put strength into his legs: his head shall 

be bound about with lynnen, loathsome to behold; and as filty in colour, 

as the complexion of his face."^5 But, as Miss Hunt says, he "was using 

common property in a fresh way>" for he omitted all of Harman's stories and 

gave his work a fresh picturesque framework, besides simplifying and adding 

to the list of types. 

More of this roguery is found in Lanthorn and Candlelight (1609) 

which includes a short canting dictionary reminiscent of the one in The 

Caveat for Common Cursitors, in addition to a fresh expose of what he 

calls "Hawking," that is, the scheme of pseudo-pamphleteers to cheat 

literary patrons by patching up forgotten publications into a so-called new 
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book, complete with as many dedicatory epistles as the hack hoped to find 

patrons. A Strange Horse-Race (1613), weakest of the Bellman-books, mixes 

a curious medley of Roman chariot races and semi-morality figures such as 

"Prodigality" and "Hospitality." "Prodigality" has a whore whip him 

forward, and "at the backe of the Chariot, two leaped up, and were dravne 

after him, viz.; Beggery and a Foole."2? 

John Donne also was in the vanguard of this movement through his 

attempt at prose satire in Paradoxes and Problems. Witten some time between 

1598 and 1602, first published in 1633. He also learned from Martial the 

secret of the epigram, but his complex and passionate nature kept him from 

achieving the polish and ease of the ancient. Akin to this work are Donne’s 

Satires, since in both he eyes with cynical aloofness the fops and gallants 

of the Court, even as Jonson was to do. Miss Simpson asserts that it was 

peculiarly apt that Donne should choose paradoxes as his first attempt in 

prose, since such questionings and riddles were the essential basis of his 

28 
enigmatic personality. Even in the flippant cleverness of this rather 

slight work can be found the beginnings of such profound problems of good 

and evil, woman, death, the struggle for existence, suicide, and God's 

nature that were to torment his thinking. Bush calls it a "link between 
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the 'cynical' poet and the troubled preacher." This youthful endeavor 

provides a more intimate connection with "the developing Character when it 

is remembered that he was friendly both with Overbury and Wotton, in addition 

to his actual contribution to the Overburian eleventh impression (1622) of 

"The Character of a Dunce." Treating the paradox that "Good is more common 



than Evill," he writes of a young man’s outburst against those extolling 

the good old days and denouncing the present time. These old men must 

be the real culprits, for, if times have changed, it was they who changed 

them. 

To be fantastique in young men is conceiptfull distemperature, 

and a witty madnesse; but in old men, whose senses are withered, 
it becomes naturall, therefore more full and perfect. ... They 

taxe us of Inconstancey, which in themselves young they allowed; 
. . . they are more idlely busied in conceited Apparell than wee; 

for we, when we are Melancholy, wee are blacke; when Lusty, 
Greene; when forsaken, Tawney; ... but they prescribe lawes, 

and constraine the Noble, the Scholler, the Merchant, and all 

Estate to a certaine habit. ... Is any habit of young men 

so fantastike, as in the hottest seasons to be double-gowned 

or hooded like our Elders? Or seemes it so ridiculous to wear 

long haire, as to weare none? 

The habit of representing eccentric individuals, which the epigram 

and satire encouraged, helped not only Dekker and Donne later to create 

true Characters but also affected the subsequent productions of Nicholas 

Breton. In Brettons Bowre of Delight (1591) he anticipates the more 

generalized studies found in Characters upon Essaies Morall and Divine 

(1615) and The Good and the Badde (l6l6). First he sketches a highly 

individualized portrait of Sir Philip Sidney, then treats the same subject 

in the objective "Epitaph on the death of a noble Gentleman." In the 

rarely seen "poulter’s measure" he says of the courtier: 

Whose wisdome farre above the rule of Natures reach, 
Whose workes are extant to the world, that all the world may teach, 

Whose wit the wonder-stone, that did true wisdome tutch, 

And such a founder of conceipt, as few or never such. 

Whose vertues did exceede in Natures highest vaine, 

Whose life a lanthorne of the love that surely lives againe. 31 
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The overuse of alliteration and confused language detractsfrom the effect 

of The Nil of Wit, Kit’s Will, or Mil's Wit. Chase You whether (1599)• Of 

"Vertue" he says, MIt is the enemie to vice, it is that which advaunceth 

the poore, and makes the rich honoured: it is an honour that the most 

honour able doo roost honour."^ 

/mother genre which tempered the seventeenth century mind to 

accept the revival of the Theophrastan Character was the conduct-book, with 

its ready store of advice on dress, manners, travel, and raoral development 

of the gentleman. But such a pedagogical slant never inspired brevity, 

part of the essential technique of good Character-writing. These works, 

too, were heavily embellished with moralistic overtones, as well as frequent 

references to the classics. Nevertheless, by setting up standards of 

behavior and apparel, they became valuable source references for later 

Character-writers. One or two of the early seventeenth century conduct 

books came provocatively close to the form. James Cleland's The Institution 

of a Young Noble Man (1607) prints in parallel columns the good and bad 

characteristics of certain basic types, the learned and ignorant counselor, 

the warrior, the courtier, and the lord. In these contrasted pieces is 

seen the beginnings of the modern utilitarian idea of the gentleman. Even 

though in all his words and actions the courtier was to be graceful, he 

must also be useful. Following closely in Bacon’s footsteps he emphasized 

the practical aim of education. This meant moderation in all things—sports, 

apparel, diet (with the recommendation for plenty of sleep, preferably on 

the stomach), and humility. Thus "a learned Courtier is capable of his 



Majesties profound discourse at al times,he can court the ladies with 

discretion and entertaine them in vise and honest conference, and is able 

to winne all mens favour by his meeke, gentle, and civill behaviour."33 

But "an ignorant Lord living at home shall be a scourge unto his farmers, 

a torment to his familie, a mocking stocke to his neighbours, a shame 

for his friends, and a slander to his Parent. He shal not bee above the 

meanest of his tenants, if hee goe not up unto the tope of his rower, 

and walk upon the leads."3^ Although written in the tradition of Sir 

Thomas Elyot's Bolie Mamed the Governour, Castiglione1s Courtier, King 

James' Basilikon Boron, and lesser works, Cleland, by enlarging the 

concrete scope of his material, foretold the shift of emphasis that stood 

out in the conduct-books of Peacham and Brathwaite. His gentleman is no 

longer an abstract, idealized figure, but one who must be taught specific 

lessons. His work treats of the duty of parents toward their children, 

the function of tutors, the gentleman's duty toward these two, how to 

conduct oneself in travel, and the function of civil conversation. Miss 

Kelso enlarges the scope of this change by pointing out that piety, even 

though recommended, was more often an assumed, unstated fact in the six¬ 

teenth century treatments of the gentlemanly ideal. But the seventeenth 

century brought a distinctly religious coloring to these kinds of treatises. 

This slant eventually became so important that the pagan ideal of the 

Renaissance was transformed into a Christian gentleman.3^ 

The basic seriousness of these courtesy books made them easy prey 

for humorous take-offs. Dekker, always sensitive to the current tastes of 



his London, cleverly satirized such works in The Gull’s Hornbook (1609)» 

Unfortunately, this delightful satire contains no type-descriptions that 

might he taken as precursors of the Character. But a richer source of 

information on fashionable follies would be hard to find. With skillful, 

urbane irony he instructs the young gallant from the country how to make 

the greatest nuisance of himself amid the complexities of London life. 

The fact that Samuel Vincent’s The Young Gallant’s Academy (1647), an 

almost verbatim lifting of Dekker's material, also incorporates two genuine 

Characters, shows to what good use such a burlesque could be put. In the 

light of changing social tastes, it is equally interesting to notice that 

Dekker’s chapter on "How a Gallant Should behave himself in Paul's Walk" 

has been deleted in Vincent, and the passage on the playhouse has been 

brought up to Restoration standards. This fascinating habit of "Paul's 

Walk," mentioned in previous works, remained prominent for several more 

decades. Dekker's is by far the most engaging and factual of its many 

descriptions. Later Character-writers received a lesson in acute observa¬ 

tion from Dekker. However, by then the Character had taught them com¬ 

pression; what Dekker says in a chapter they express in a sentence. 

By far the most intriguing as well as controversial figure in 

this pre-Character period is Ben Jonson. The speculation that he may or 

may not have been the first genuine Character-writer or that he actually 

did know Theophrastus' Characters before its acknowledged appearance in 

England has been bandied back and forth by many critics. G. S. Gordon 



believes that Jonson actually knew the Characters and borrowed certain 

ideas from them, but that the appearance of the so-called "characters" 

that prefix Every Man Out of His Humour and those inserted in the body 

of Cynthia's Revels found their origin in a grafting of the theory of 

humors onto the social portraiture of Plautus and Terence. Consequently, 

he says that he "was the first man in England to produce the set Character 

on scientific principles."^ E. N. S. Thompson strongly contends that 

Jonson was the first to follow purposely this Greek model, although he 

applied the model to the individual, as John Lyly being the prototype for 

Fastidius Briske. He then notes what he calls striking parallels between 
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the several works. Because the Elizabethan was an avowed classical 

scholar, Richard Aldington persists in believing him the first English 

writer of the genre,3® To these opinions may be added Baldwin’s more out¬ 

spoken statement that Jonson differs only in brevity from Theophrastus.39 

Hot accepting this quite so completely is Walten,who points out that the 

parallels cited by Baldwin between Jonson and Theophrastus might rather 

have been suggested by universal folklore or actual life.1*0 Pay lor is 

another of this opinion.1*^ The Herford and Simpson edition of Jonson's 

Works assumes a different bias; whereas these dramatic sketches do bear a 

superficial resemblance to the Greek’s, they find their real derivation in 

the epigrams of Martial.^ One critic, Wendell Clausen, firmly contends 

that the reasons advanced for such a close connection between the two 

authors are not very convincing. He prefers to view Jonson's descriptions 

as elaborations in the masque technique of the Terentian Prologue.^3 



Hot that all this speculation is entirely wrong, hut, as Boyce 

explains, such concentration on only one influence behind Jonson's sketches 

tends to overlook the long development of type-portraiture. Such creatures 

as Fastidius Briske and the twin fops, Clove and Orange, have precursors 

in the "Upstart" of Nashe and Lodge’s "Lecherous Man." Jonson was too 

integral a part of his own age to ignore the great tradition of satiric 

portraits gathered from Juvenal, Martial, and other classical authors 

which had become part of the established English taste. One factor that 

molded his sketches into more objective form, in turn making them more 

Theophrastan, was his masterful use of the doctrine of "humours." This 

theory was not a fresh innovation. Levinus Lemnius in The Touchstone of 

Complexions (1581), only one of many who explained the old and honored 

medical theory, had classified the period of youth as a time when the 

constitution was sanguine, that is, hot and moist, being more full of 

blood than usual. Such "yong princocks and lustly Gallants too far gone 

in wanton jollity, make themselves as ridiculous and justing stockes to 

the whole company. ... They also bewary their owne unconstancy and 

unstayed mindes, by much shaking of their heads, and continuall playing 

and toying with their hands and feet, insomuch thi some account them no 

better than starke mad, or persons distract of their right wits."^ Jonson 

adapted to realistic comedy this belief in a type actuated by some dom¬ 

inating trait. In his plays he treats the "image of the times And sport with 

human follies not with crimes." As a consequence, his dramatic theory is 

allied with both morality traditions and classical examples. The labeling 



of such individuals with suggestive names and many of the stereotyped 

situations, of course, have been traced to the conventions of Roman comedy. 

But what of Jonson's use of the word "character" in these two 

plays? It would seem more logical to accept the word in its ordinary 

dramatic sense or as the tag word for a type's personality rather than in 

the strict Theophrastan use. His individuals are really more special 

varieties of social types, rather than universal examples of particular 

vices. The lack of any central moral core, an integral factor in both 

Theophrastus and Hall, further shows that his pieces are more trolly am¬ 

plifications of the figures presented in formal satire. In his mechanical 

but picturesque collection of external details, the reader misses a ruling 

passion that will unify the actions of these types. Though not epigrams, 

they consist of a string of epigrammatical traits, satirizing people offen¬ 

sive not for their lack of manners but for their lack of true character, 

people who are lost in some low or despicable pursuit. These are not 

reflections from the mirror of nature, but specialized pathological 

specimens: the playwright's true bent is satirical not ethical. In 

Every Man Out of His Humour, for example, is seen Puntarvolo, "A Vaine- 

glorious Knight, over-Englishing his travels, and wholly consecreated to 

singularity; the very Jacobs staffe of complement."^5 Or Carlo .Buffone 

who is "a slave, that hath an extraordinary gift in pleasing his palat, 

and wil swill up more sacke at a sitting, then would make all the Guard a 

posset. His religion is rayling, and his discourse ribaldry. They stand 

highest in his respect,whom he studies most to reproch."1*^ An excellent 



example of the favorite type,the fop, is Fastidius Briske, MA Heat, 

spruce, affecting Courtier, one that we ares clothes well, and in fashion; 

practiseth by his glasse how to salute; speakes good remnants (notwith¬ 

standing the Base-violl and Tabacco:) sweores tersely and with variety; 

cares not what Ladies favour he belyes, or great Mans familiarty: a good 

property to perfume the boot of a coach. 

The longer but equally static descriptions given by Mercury in 

Act II of Cynthia’s Revels foretell much of the wit and local color that 

Overbury used, plus an extra overcast of personal scorn that later 

Character-writers were to substitute for the objectivity of Theophrastus. 

He gives Amorphus, an affected traveller, Crites, the perfect gentleman, 

Anaides, an ordinary Gallant, and Hedon, a gallant wholly consecrated to 

his pleasures. This last suits the tone of the discussion best. 

He doth . . . keep a barber and a monkie; hee has a rich wrought 
wast-coat to entertaine his visitants in, with a cap almost 

sutable. His curtaines and bedding are thought to bee his owne; 
his bathing tub is not suspected. Hee loves to have a fencer, 

a pedant, and a musician seene in his lodgings a mornings. 

Himselfe is a rhimer and that’s thought better than a poet. 

He is not lightly within to his mercer, no, though he come 

when he takes physicke, which is commonly after his play. 

He beates a tailour very well, but a stocking-seller admirably: 
and so consequently, any one hee owes monie too, that dares 

not resist him.^® 

Even in the light of a later genuine Character-writing vogue,, 

Jonson continued in Epicoene (1620), The Hew Inn (1631), and The Magnetick 

Lady (1640) to produce sketches of social background or to emphasize some 

aspect of an individual's habits. Truewit speaks of a wife in Epicoene 

in more concrete language, but with continued attention to her habits and 



maimers. The list of the persons of the play before The Hew Inn is too 

short to be of importance. The basic professional types of The Magnetick 

Lady carry on this epigramnatical tendency—in Parson Palate who considers 

himself "a fine, vell-furnish'd, and apparaled Divine,"1*^ and Doctor 

Ryt "a young Physician to the family: That letting God alone, ascribes 

to nature More then her share."5° That provocative word "character" again 

appears in his Discoveries (l64l), but its common rather than technical 

meaning still applies, even in such a sketch as "A Man Vehement in Studies 

£wh(T) when hee hath set himself to writing, hee would joyne night to day; 

presse upon himselfe without release, not minding it, till hee fainted; 

and when hee left off, resolve himselfe into all sports, and loosenesse 

againe."^ 

In him is found the English tradition of type-satire, together 

with the doctrine of "humours," decorum, and the vogue of the epigram in 

its most successful and polished approach to the Character that such a 

form could achieve without the actual inspiration of the classical example. 

His influences—a witty style, the use of social and courtly types, and 

epigrammatical preciosity—enabled Overbury and his followers not only to 

unify but also to popularize this new form, which Hall’s more exact but 

didactic pieces might never have achieved. 

How a logical question might be, What were the other dramatists of 

this age doing in the way of type-portraiture? Was Jonson the one dramatic 

precursor of the Character form? What place does Shakespeare hold in this 

development? The demands of the true Character to reduce a great deal into 

small compass as far as a man’s nature is concerned would have been enough 



to discourage most contemporary dramatists from trying this form. However, 

the special impetus toward type-portrayal and type names which Plautus and 

Terence furnished, Joined to the objective lesson of the "humours" steered 

some dramatists into anatomizing society. Occasionally this classification 

was expressed in hits of representative behavior. For Just one example, 

Dekker in The Honest Whore (1604), molded as he was by these various back¬ 

grounds, approached but failed to reach the Character. Friscobaldo's 

"true picture of a happy man" is one who: 

. . « makes gold his wife, but not his whore 

He that's not mad after a Petticoate, 
He for whom poore mens curses dig no grave, 

He that is neither Lords nor Lawyers slave, 

He that counts Youth his Sword, and Age his Staffe, 

He that upon his death-bead is a Swan, 

And Dead, no Crow, he is a happy man. 

Shakespeare often puts into the mouths of such characters as 

Maria, Jaques, Portia, and others short anatomizing portrayals, often 

only a sentence long. These kernels of Characters, instead of developing 

into fixed, concise descriptions, are transformed and dramatically enlarged 

by Shakespeare's creative hand. His personages are too alive, too in¬ 

dividualized to become mere studies of contemporary abuses. He held the 

mirror up to nature and allowed his dramatis personae to reveal themselves 

through dynamic action. The personal satisfaction gained from reading a 

genuine Character and from the bard's immortal creations are each peculiarly 

unique. There is no need to force the standard of one on the other. 



Epigram, satire, decorum, literature of Estates, manner books, 

classical rhetoric, classical comedy, "humours" all played a necessary 

role in enhancing English interest in the new form that Hall was to bring 

to light in 1608. They gave to later Character-writers a stock of moral 

and social types by means of concrete and dramatic description. In style 

they gave a tone of mockery, terseness, and the appeal of a witty ending 

not to be found in Theophrastus. They began, moreover, to tell what a 

man really is rather than what he does, to sketch the outer man's physical 

behavior in such a way that his inner nature is unfolded. But in spite 

of such similarities, these were really accidental productions not in¬ 

teresting enough in themselves to stand unsupported, not capable of 

imparting that special flavor found only in a consciously written group 

of Characters. It remained for Hall and O-^erbury, under the stimulus of 

the Theophrastan collection, to combine these divergent streams, to profit 

from what each had to teach, and so to evolve a fresh variation of the 

Character-form. From such a motley background came a genre which was 

destined to indulge literary tastes for over a century. 
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Chapter II 

The years from 1608 until approximately 1642 were the true 

Golden Age of the Character. A latent native English tradition was firmly 

established. In France Casaubon translated Theophrastus’ Greek text in 

1592; Healey englished the same in 1616. Hall saw fit to try his hand 

at imitation of the classic form in 1608, and Overbury popularized it in 

1614. Well-known and obscure writers rapidly welcomed this new innovation; 

by the time of the Cromwellian upsets the term "Character" had settled 

comfortably into its place in English literature. A definitive exposition 

of this period has already been admirably treated in Benjamin Boyce’s 

scholarly volume.1 Since the main emphasis of this paper lies in the 

Characters of a later period, a rapid and rather brief survey of pertinent 

facts will suffice in this chapter. 

Joseph Hall, versatile literary artist, moderate Bishop of 

Exeter and Norwich, clearly avowed his emulation of "That ancient Master 

of Morality" in his Characters of Vertues and Vices (1608). The religious 

leader acted prudently in grasping this precise genre as a method of 

inculcating a moral lesson, a sermon in dramatic, miniature form. However, 

the preponderant preceptual overtone, so characteristically Hall's, is 

the very circumstance which alienates him from Theophrastus. He exhorts, 

he gives maxims. His eloquent phrases sparkle with the fire of spiritual 

reform. The language of native English homiletic writing waxes strong in 



these pages. Hall, the divine, probing seriously and analytically into 

the motives of the human heart supplants Theophrastus, the observer, 

gently laughing at the foibles of mankind. By introducing "vertues" 

counterpoised to "vices,” another departure from his model, the medieval 

hortatory point of view reasserts itself. The "Humble man" and "Valiant 

man," noble, upright, unblemished, felicitously invite imitation. But 

these admirable personages stagnate in a string of edifying generalities 

which undoubtedly gladdened the hearts of the sermon-loving multitudes 

of the seventeenth century, insufferable though these types be to the 

modern reader. Such modifications entailed a partial loss of his pred¬ 

ecessor^ objective, satisfying dramatic treatment. 

That "virtue always triumphs" may well be, but opportunely for 

the Character, "vice," in this instance, demonstrated its lasting attrac 

tiveness. Hall staggered somewhat until he chose also to follow Theo¬ 

phrastus* example of dealing with reprehensible figures. A breath of 

freshness, a mesfcier substance of action, a faint glimmer of humor, an 

intermittent tinge of drama alleviate his preacher’s gravity when he 

writes of the unredeemed. One of his more lively pieces presents the 

perennial gallant, now titled the "Vainglorious." 

Under pretence of seeking for a scrol of newes, he drawes out 

an handful of letters indorsed with his owne stile, to the 

height: and halfe reading every title, passes over the latter 
part with a murmur; not without signifying, what Lord sent this, 

what great Ladyihe other: and for what sutes; the last paper 

(as it happens) is his newes from his honourable friend in the 

French Court. 
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Or? 

When he hath undertaken to be the Broker for some rich Diamond, 

he ireares it; and pulling of his Glove to stroke up his haire, 

thinks no eye should have any other object.^ 

So obvious are the egoist’s defects that the damning force of incriminat¬ 

ing action excuses the need for any moral platitudes oh Hall’s part. 

Despite Baldwin's high commendation,3 Hall’s Characters were 

never so popular either as Theophrastus' or Overbury’s. His contributory 

importance, nevertheless, staunchly persists. To him are credited the 

first English Theophrastan Characters, and the first volume of such to 

be published as a separate sequence. On the objective, dramatic form 

of Theophrastus he superimposed moral precept and subjective analysis. 

From the position as Professor of Khetoric at Cambridge he derived a 

polished Senecan style, generalized, cadenced, antithetical, full of 

metaphor and simile. These sonorous techniques, later degenerated into 

the Senecan "seesaw," plus a flamboyant closing flourish of metaphors 

beginning with such phrases as "To conclude," or "Finally" became ad¬ 

ditional hallmarks of the Character. For example, the "Vainglorious" 

terminates, "he is ever on the Stage, and acts still a glorious part 

abroad, when no man carries a baser heart, no man is more sordid and 

careless at home. He is a Spanish Souldier on an Italian Theater; a 

Bladder full of wind, a skin full of words, a fooles wonder, and a wise 

mans foole."^ Equally important was his hint to later writers to char¬ 

acterize social and professional types, already indigenous to the earlier 

literature of Estates, as he did in "The Good Magistrate." Rather 



paradoxically, in later years the enthusiasm for this phase eventually 

superseded Hall’s style of moralistic classification. Also, the 

supposition that one of the many French editions of his works might have 

been read and enjoyed by La Bruyere ties up his efforts with the eight¬ 

eenth century revival of the Character. 

Happily for Hall and developing Character, a gay, learned 

courtier read and remembered these earnest sketches, casually experimented 

with a few for his own pleasure, and by his tragic destiny unwittingly 

popularized the new form. One of the outstanding scandals of that age— 

including a divorce, imprisonment, a poisoning in the Tower, and the 

final death and disgrace of the participants—helped capture the public’s 

imagination and sympathy for the posthumous publication of Overbury*s 

Characters. They were appended to the second impression of his poem, 

A Wife (l6l4), the work which played such a vital role in the gallant’s 

final downfall. Probably only a small number of these came from his own 

hand. Contributions from Webster, I. Cocke, Dekker, Sir Henry Wotten, 

and Donne swelled the original twenty-two to a total of eighty-three 

by the eleventh impression of 1622.^ Overbury and "other learned 

Gentlemen his friends" aimed at brevity and wit. Hall rather than Theo¬ 

phrastus proved their source, and a scattering of virtuous types are 

retained, such as, "A good Woman," "A Wise-Man," "A noble Spirit." They 

saw fit to perpetuate, with certain variations, the cleric's stylistic 

form of a witty beginning, antithetical rhythms, pronominal repetition 

of "he is," "he knows," "he followes," and the epigrammatical or rhetorical 



finale. These self-conscious artists also defined their procedure. 

To square out a Character by our English levell, it is a 

picture (reall or personall) quaintlie drawne in various collours, 

all of them heightned by one shadowing. 

It is a quiclce and softe touch of many strings, all shutting g 

up in one musicall close: It is wits descant on any plaine song. 

By this admission the Overburians got rid of the restraining 

fetters of abstract classification; the breadth of their interest extended 

to a Country Gentleman, Welchman, Whore, Chamber-Mayde, a Foote-man, 

Jesuite, and Prisoner. Through these pages stream a segment of Jacobean 

life, women, professional people, tradesmen, the military, foreigners, 

the noble, and the not-so-noble. On such heterogenous material a "wits 

descant" full of exaggerated fancy, puns, metaphors, conceits, surprising 

figures of speech, mirth, and incidental social criticism precipitated 

new harmonies. Homily and its adjunct literature assisted Hall. But 

Overbury and his followers profited from the spade work of the satirical 

pamphleteers, Lodge, Greene, Hashe, as well as Jonson. To some critics 

the personal friendship between Jonson and Overbury with their mutual 

catering to a contemporary taste for social types bespeaks yet another 

source for the Character's sudden renown.? Didacticism and outright 

everyday reform are blithely ignored. "They were more concerned with 

O 

finding victims for their wits than in diagnosing social ills." 

Their construction, "quaintlie drawne," sometimes relies on 

Theophrastus' trick of exposing the inner man through dramatic, external 

actions. Often a general listing of habits and manners or the ways and 

wiles of an occupation suffices. On the whole, these types blend into 
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an occasionally perceptive, more frequently facetious mixture of social 

and moral features. Three significant additions appear. In the six 

sketches on prison life, attributed to Dekker, ve have a foretaste of 

the numerous Characters of places and institutions to follow. Inherent 

in the nationalistic portraits of the Dutchman and Welchman is a tendency 

toward greater individualization. Finally, the scathing denunciations 

of Puritan, Precisian, and Jesuit forecast the mass of religious and 

political pamphlet-characters inspired by Civil War bitterness. 

In substitution for a partial abandonment of Theophrastus' 

universality and Hall's spiritual exactness, they proffered a personal 

fascination with the intriguing surface mannerisms of life and a fatal 

attraction for the sound and ingenuity of their own language. Specifically, 

what Theophrastus treated as "The Exquisite" and Hall as "The Vain¬ 

glorious," the Overburians realistically divide and subdivide into "A 

Courtier," "Golden Asse," "Amorist," "An Improvident young Gallant," and 

"The Proud Man." Such categorizing is advisedly labeled realism. Each 

remains a type, but the possibility of complex sub-typing is realized. 

Among the five pieces recurrent themes of pride, arrogance, and excessive 

dress furnish cohesion for the subtle distinctions in the individual 

picture. "The Courtier" is stylistically superior, though weaker in re¬ 

vealing action and local detail. 

To all mens thinking is a man, and to most men the finest: 

all things else are defined by the understanding, but this 
by the sences; but his surest marke is, that hee is to bee 

found onely about Princes. Hee smells; and putteth away much 
of his judgment about the scituation of his clothes. Hee 



knowes no man that is not generally knowne. His wit, like the 

Marigold, openeth with the Sunne, and therefore hee riseth not 
before ten of the clocke. Hee puts more confidence in his 

words than meaning, and more in his pronuntiation than his 
words. Occasion is his Cupid, and hee hath but one receipt of 

making love. Hee followes nothing but inconstancie, admires 
nothing but beauty, honours nothing but fortune. Loves nothing. 

The sustenance of his discourse is newes, and his censure like 

a shot depends upon the charging. Hee is not, if he be out 

of Court, but fish-like breathes destruction, if out of his owne 

element. Neither his motion, or aspect are regular, but hee 

moves by the upper Spheres, and is the reflexion of higher 

substances. If you finde him not heere, you shall in Paules, 

with a pick-tooth in his hat, a cape cloke, and a long 
stocking.9 

The Overburian Characters were admittedly weak in depth of feeling and 

psychological insight, but they resolutely Justify their conduct by 

being amusing and consciously clever, first charming their readers with 

a tart bit of satire, then with a faint suggestion of burlesque. Prov¬ 

identially, Just at this time the English public was primed for such 

literary efforts. As Boyce says, "The vogue of the Character must be 

understood as related both to the mental and literary habit of clas¬ 

sification and to a conservative attitude.towards new convolutions in 

society.Notable success could not but ensue. 

The appearance of Hall’s and Overbury’s volumes did not set 

every author to scribbling books of Characters. As this form was passing 

through a period of rapid adolescence, the equally youthful satire and 

epigram, which were revived in late Elizabethan days, matured simul¬ 

taneously. Taking into account their basic relationship, neighborly 

swapping was the expected thing. Some writers of satire chose to ignore 

the new visitor entirely; others borrowed a few of its techniques, without 



admitting their source. Whether it was snubbed, borrowed from, or 

totally accepted, the Character by the early l600’s was at least recog¬ 

nized as a new literary resident. 

The slim volume issued by the anonymous W. M. in 1609 called 

The Man in the Moone, or the English Fortune Teller is provocatively 

Character-like, though probably without any direct debt to the new 

genre.'L1 A traveler, caught by the approach of night, enters a lowly 

dwelling. The owner, Fido,having withdrawn there to escape the tran¬ 

sitory matters of the world, has achieved the reputation of a fortune¬ 

teller . As various social and moral types arrive, their habits and 

gestures are first described by Mosko and then their condition anatomized 

by Opinion. A drunkard, tobacconist, prodigal, serving man, lewd woman, 

pander, extortioner, glutton, parasite, wanton wife, Jealous man, lover, 

and virgin pass in review and receive their respective sentences. The 

Fortuneteller’s speeches are heavily moral, but Opinion’s witty stringing 

together of metaphorical phrases sounds suspiciously familiar. Compare 

his "Prodigall" with the fops who have gone before. 

This prauncer hath beene a wilde colt, and leaped thorough many 

honest men’s gates in his dayes: he was his father’s dotage, 

and his mother's darling; he hath spent more upon his paunch 

then the primate of belly gods: gusled downe his throate more 

then Cleopatra quaffed in a bravado to Marke Anthonie: layed 

more gold upon his backe then that which procured passage for 
the asse into the castle would defray: naturall meat will not 

suffice him, he feedeth artificially: native apparell will not 
content him, he flieth for uplandish fashions: honest matrimonle 

is not for his loines, hee watcheth nightly, and walketh by day, 
to entrappe other mens wives: he is never safe but when he is 

in pestilent companie: never well but when he is evill employed: 

whores he supporteth, vintners he advanceth, tailers he maketh 
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gentlemen, if he he not too farre in their bookes: to be 

briefe, he is Lecheries,. Maecenas, idlenesse patrone, Pride’s 

founder, Gluttonies erector, Drunkennesse good god-father: 

an impudent prodigall.^ 

Notice the lumping of metaphors at the end, the repetition of "he hath," 

"he feedeth>" and the objective reporting of mannerisms. The facts of 

behavior are not particularly fresh, nor is Opinion's insight into the 

victim's character-motivation especially profound, but the Overburian 

love of language, the irregular comparisons, the mild shock of paradox 

all add to the reader's interest. 

In the field of verse satire the handwriting expert, John Davies 

of Hereford, played with the epigram in The Scourge of Folly (l6ll). 

What wit can be plumbed from these verses is found not in the singularly 

barren language. In straight narrative description the actions of the 

"amorous Andrugio" speak for themselves, and, almost accidentally, a 

superficial Character-like picture unfolds, not without some appeal. 

Now sits he in a corner with crost armes, 

And with a sigh together brings his sides: 

Now (as agast) he starts at Love's alarmes, 

Then from* his head his haire, by lockes, devieds:^ 

More significant is "The Picture of an happy Man" included in the devotional 

work, The Muse's Sacrifice (1612) Both Grosart and Boyce assert that 

Sir Henry Wotten must have recalled Davies' efforts while composing his 

own delightful "The Character of a Happie Life" included in the fourth 

(l6l4) impression of the Overbury volume. As an interesting sidelight, 

notice his familiarity with the Character-writer by his reply of A Select 

Second Husband for Sir Thomas Overburie's Wife now a Matchlesse Widow (l6l6) 



The "merry Bishop," Richard Corhet,satisfied his satiric urge 

in The Times* Whistle, written between l6l4 and l6l6, published post¬ 

humously. He opens a versified discussion, as in Satire Ho. 2, with 

general examples on the theme that "man is to man a subject of deceite," 

closely followed by assorted personages suffering from specific kinds 

of artificiality. Characteristic actions carry their own condemnation 

as the gallant, "vowing that his Herculean arme hath slaine/ More men 

then populous London doth containe,/ Except the suburbs;"^ or Moros, 

a demure fool, who stands simpering in a stationer's shop pouring over 

authors he doesn't understand, laughing and crying "pish" as if he com- 

prehended; or Drusus,the fashion-imitating Ape whose only joy is to 

see himself differing not a hair from a brave Cavalier; or Epainnutus, 

the self-admiring gull who thinks Adonis a tawny Hegro or barbarian 

Moor compared to himself.^ Corbet's humor is infectious, though not 

consciously gentle. The intrusion of the personal "thou" into a 

succession of "he does," "he is" proves a jarring note. 

Inferior verse satire was composed by a little-known preacher 

with a "high toned morale," John Andrews, in The Anatomie of Basenesse 

(1615). What spirit the work possesses is lavished on the "Detractor" 

who "makes his throate/ An open grave, where contagious breath, labours 

to blast the spotlesse fame of such,/ whose reputation it shall chance 

18 
to touch." In comparison Henry Hutton's "Letcher" and "Mounsier Bravado 

appear singularly lively, although liberally spiced with moral warning. 
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"Bravado" in this Follies Anatomie: or Satire and Satyricall Epigrams (1619) 

combs Ms frizzled locks, compiles a sonnet to his mistress' glove, takes 

a pipe of "To," wears "muske-comfits" and "Turkies rings," and is scornfully 

warned that he has only arrest and the "Fleete" to which to look forward. 

The whip of satire wielded even in moral earnestness sometimes 

turns on its author, as it did on George Wither. Several imprisonments for 

libel failed to deter this prolific Puritan writer from staying in political 

hot water most of his lengthy life. The Juvenalian satire on man's general 

passions in Abuses Stript and Whipt (1613), coupled with some telling 

blows at the court show him to be sincere, lucid, but unremittingly moral. 

These personified vices, actively presented, reveal a gradual trend toward 

what Boyce calls "characterizing the satire." By 1625 Wither wrote more 

stylistic Characters in The Schollers Purgatory, an expose" of devious tricks 

practiced by the Stationers Companies. He calls one "the true definition 

of an honest Stationer," the other "The lively Character of his contrary." 

Although highly specialized, personally vindictive, and ever moral, these 

pieces are not without wit. The "meere Stationer ... scarcely reads 

over one page of a book in seaven-yeare, except it be some such history 

as the Wise men of Gotham; and that he doth to furnish himselfe with 

some foolish conceits to be thought facetious."^ 

Admirationibr Wither and imitation of Overbury is revealed in 

Brathwaite♦ s Strappado for the Dive 11 (l6l5)♦ To the former's tone of 

religious earnestness he adds the latter's gallant touch and revelling 



humor. In three lengthy epigrams tucked in this pungent volume are many 

tell-tale Overburian touches. The marigold of Brathwaite’s "Courtier” 

also opens with the sun, "But beeing set/ The Mari-gold shuts up, so doth 

his witte." Similarly "Occasion is his Cupid, lust his lure,/ Pleasure 

his Pander, dalliance his whoore." He too "smels," but "of Complement, 

in presence faire,/ and uses oft to veare bracelets of haire." Despite 

this heavy imitation of Overbury, Brathwaite retains the epigrammatical 

couplet and seems more smitten by Wither’s satires than the nev form. 

His playful satirizing hides a barbed-edged whip which is seldom spared 

as he pops up time and again throughout the history of the Character. 

Like Wither he dabbled in verse satire; like Overbury (so much so that 

he parroted the same figures of speech) he attempted Characters; later, 

like John Taylor he capitalized on the narration of a journey—Bamabee’s 

Journal, still considered his best work. He was trying, but with lacka¬ 

daisical effort, to adopt the Character in Essays upon the Five Senses 

(l620). In the "Author’s Opinion of Marriage. Delivered in a Satisfying 

Character to His Friend," inserted near the end, Brathwaite's treatment 

is somewhat weak, but segments of the language satisfy. The intrusion 

of "I" jars the Character-trained ear, but such a line as "A good wife 

is the best portion; nor consists this her goodness only in proportion; 

she that is only outward fair deserves more to be lothed than loved, 

21 
despised than pleased" rings true. A few more trial laps are run on 

the track of courtesy literature before he hits on a better stride in 

Whimzies 
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If any new or unusual movement were in the air, one reasonably 

assumes that the indefatigable scribbler John Taylor, so-called "Water 

Poet" or "literary bargee," would experiment with it. It is rather a 

surprise, then, that he produced no actual collection of Characters. 

Perhaps his power for acutely observing the contemporary melee accounts 

for the Character-like pictures in A Kincksey Winsey, or A Lerry Come- 

twang (1619). When over half of the sixteen hundred subscribers to his 

projected pamphlet on a foot-trip through Scotland ignored their financial 

obligations, he took sweet revenge in this work. Of the seven offenders 

denounced, the gallant excites a particularly scathing attack. Sarcas¬ 

tically he states that they are those who: 

. . . deeme their wit all other men surpasses, 

And other men esteem them witlesse asses 

One part of Gentry they will ne'r forget, 

And that is, that they ne’r will pay their debt.22 

Inasmuch as this and similar sketches are carelessly dispersed through the 

body of his works, necessary cohesion and symmetry are missing. However, 

in the gay portrait of a beggar who "credit he neither hath, or give to 

none,/ All times and seasons, unto him are one "23 in The Praise, Antiquity, 

and Commoditie of Beggerie, Beggers, and Begging (1621), in the tongue- 

in-cheek classification of men as geese in Taylors Goose (l621), or as 

thieves in An Arrant Thiefe 0622), in the comparison of a whore to a book 

in A Common Whore (1622), and in the involved declamation on species of 

"ship" (as Court-Ship) in An Armado, or Wavy of Ships and other Vessels 



(1627) this obsession for types persists. 

Hall and Overbury rightly deserve credit for revitalizing the 

Character, unmistakably rooted though it be in the tradition of English 

literary forms. With John Stephens and his Satyrical Essayes Characters 

and Others (1615) yet another facet of an intimate family relationship 

is seen, this time, between the Character and essay. There has been 

pK 
unlimited critical discussion about this relationship. In this, the 

third authentic Character book, Stephens maintains a neat distinction 

by opening with seven essays, both verse and prose, followed by several 

sets of Characters. Of his immediate successors, Mynshul occasionally 

reiterated his lucid pattern, but Breton consciously fused and confused 

the two to his own pleasure. Even at this early date, Stephens, dis¬ 

satisfied with the overworked moral and social models, proceeded to 

enlarge, particularize, and intermingle fresh types. A subdued, restrained 

tone modulates his Senecan style, resulting perhaps from a certain 

moralistic spirit which frequently overrides his love for Overburian wit 

and conceit. He generally retains the opening definition, but sub¬ 

stitutes abrupt or natural endings for metaphorical accumulations. Instead 

of the expected gallant-fop delineation, the type lies buried in the 

many-sided “Spend-thrift,” a motley of rogue, prodigal, and laggard. 

Is a man ever needy, never satisfied, but ready to borrow more 

than he may be trusted with. . . . His only joy is to domineere, 
be often saluted, and have many Creditors; his Lordships lie 

among the drawers, Tobacco-men, Brokers, and Panders: But 

adversity makes him leave company, and fall to house-keeping, 

and then his servants be vanished into Sergeants. . . . The 



misery of his sense is an old man, and his fathers life 

troubles him not a little: Almanackes therefore which 

foretell the death of age, he very acceptable; . . . hee 

hath multitudes of deere acquaintances, but his dearest 
friends are ready to stabbe him.25 

With Stephens the "wits descant" assumes a minor key, but its harmonic 

materials are generously enlarged. 

Written in the same year are the remarkably different Characters 

of Nicholas Breton. The sixteen abstract qualities discussed in Characters 

upon Essaies Morall, and Divine show a rejection of Stephen’s low-life 

realism for "Charactered Essays," dedicated appropriately enough to Bacon. 

The ethical, essay-like exposition of "Feare • . . the disgrace of nature, 

the foile of reason, the maime of wit and the slur of understanding"2^ 

divulges his trial and error treatment of the new form. By l6l6 and 

The Good and the Badde his individualistic style crystallized. Dr. 

Greenough christened it "quadrumania."^ Simply, it was a casting of 

ideas into sets of four, most often metaphorical, heavily alliterative, 

pun-laden, conceitful. The dangerous tendency toward stylistic excess 

basically inherent in the Character is made concrete by Breton's euphuism. 

His twenty-five pairs of "Worthies and Unworthies" include "An Effeminate 

Fool" whose intemperate actions obliterate any need for moral exhortation. 

An Effeminate Foole is the figure of a baby. He loves nothing 

but gay, to look in a glasse, to keepe among wenches, and to 

play with trifles; to feed on sweetmeats and to be daunced in 

laps, to be imbraced in armes and to be kissed on the cheeke; 
to talke idlely, to look demurely, to goe nicely, and to 

laugh continually; to be his mistresse' servant and her mayds 
master, his father’s love, and his mother's none-child; to 

play on a fiddle and sing a love-song, to weare sweet gloves 



and to look on fine things; to make purposes and write verses, 

devise riddles and tell lies. ... In summe, hee is a man- 

childe and a woman’s man, a gaze of folly, and wisedome’s 
griefe.28 

The charming pictures in Fantasticks (1626), notwithstanding their Character 

label, are used to scrutinize the sundry perplexities of the seasons, 

months, and hours of the day, admittedly unacceptable subject matter. 

Breton put his mark on subsequent Character writers; his peculiar emendation 

of the Senecan style recurs in Earle and others in the seventeenth century, 

fades under the verbosity of the Civil War pamphlets, to rebloom with the 

second Renaissance of the genre. 

This weaving of the dissimilar Character and essay into a new 

design was a typical occurrence from Stephens until the middle of the 

century. Meanwhile, the essay traveled its own carefully marked road 

of development. Abstract, personal, frequently didactic, unmethodical 

exposition—these were its lineaments. Both modes saw fit to employ 

Seneca’s "pointed style." Walter C. Summers defines this method as one 

which "without sacrificing clearness or conciseness regularly avoids 

in thought or phrase or both, all that it obvious, direct and natural, 

seeking to be ingenious rather than true, neat rather than beautiful, 

exercising the wit but not rousing the emotions or appealing to the 

judgment of the reader."^ Perchance, because of this collateral usage, 

Bacon’s compact enumeration of the monarch’s virtues, mental capacity* 

personality, and attainment at the close of The History of the Reign 

of King Henry the Seventh (1622) has been speciously labeled a Character. 



Bacon's psychological curiosity and mental subtlety, not a real kinship 

with the shorter structure, gave this overly long summary, indeed the 

entire work, itB important niche in historical and biographical writing. 

With every successive volume of Characters which greeted the 

public, the increased number of lower-class types became increasingly 

apparent. An ancestry of coney-catching pamphlets, and the trail- 

blazing of Dekker's prison sketches, added to the ninth impression of 

Overbury, bore analogous progeny in Fennor and Mynshul. Each of the 

three shared an intense, sincere desire to arouse contemporary indignation 

for their prisoner's plight, while trying to make some money by issuing 

these pamphlets while in jail. Fennor*s narrative of the shocking but 

often ludicrous life in debtor's prison in The Counter's Commonwealth 

(1617) finds more than occasional use for the Character. A generalized 

review of his descent from the "Master's side" to the "Knight's side" 

might have a sequel "lively anatomized" in Character form. The prison 

is called a "prodigal's purgatory and a sickness that many young gentle¬ 

men and citizens' sons and heirs are incident to be troubled with at 

the age of one-and-twenty or much thereabout,"3® a place where the 

"gallant prisoner * . . was wrapped up in satin suite, cloakB lined with 

velvet . . . scorned to wear any other than beaver hats ... silk stocking 

and gold fringed garters."3^- The metaphorical and alliterative treatment 

reflects much of the spirit and language of Dekker, although not to the 

magnitude which Mynshul does. In Certaine Characters and Essayes of Prison 



and Prisoners (l6l8) this artist may prefix a Character with an essay, 

intermingle the two, or slip imperceptibly from one to the other, often 

to the reader's confusion. Despite the debilitating effects of his 

hefty borrowings from Dekker, Mynshul's rendering of visitants, creditors, 

and the "noble understanding Prisoner" manages to be lively and witty. 

After the hit-and-miss efforts of these early writers it is 

aesthetically rewarding at last to find a Character writer who handled 

his materials with self-assurance and unquestionable success. John 

Earle's Microcosmographie (1628) accomplished just this. As fellow at 

Merton College, adviser to Charles I, and, after the Restoration, Bishop 

of Salisbury, this learned divine brought a more acute observation to 

his perspectives of university life, rural, and courtly behavior. His 

psychological depth, sustained moderation, keen Judgment, and gentle 

irony unite, as Bush asserts, "all the virtues of the tradition, the 

dramatic observation and ethical reason of Theophrastus, the moral and 

religious seriousness and interpretative habit of Hall, the epigrammatic 

wit and English realism of the Overburian writers."32 The end product 

is unmistakably his own singular creation, a witty, judicious, ironic 

portrayal of social, moral, and professional types, some old standbys, 

some novel additions. The breadth of his philosophical comprehension, 

a deft treatment in the "loose" rather than "terse" Senecan style, the 

profound strain of personal contempt for all manifestations of unreality 

or artifice are, in these thirty odd pieces, so propitiously presented 

that they justifiably earn the label "the best of all Character-books." 



Let his "Gallant” speak for itself. Reference to previous and subsequent 

treatments of this identical type will sufficiently testify to Earle’s 

superiority. 

Is one that was home and shapt for his Cloathes: and if • 

Adam had not slane, had liv’d to no purpose. Hee gratulates 

therefore the first sinne, and fig-leaves that were an 

occasion of bravery. His first care is his dresse, the next 

his body> and in the uniting of these two lies his soule and 

its faculties. He observes London trulier then the Termes; and 

his businesse is the street, the Stage, the Court, and those 

places where a proper man is best showne. If hee be qualified 
in gaming extraordinary, he so much the more gentle and 

compleate, and hee learnes the best oathes for the purpose. 

These are a great part of his discourse, and he is as curious 

in their nevnesse as the fashion. His other talke is Ladies 

and such pretty things, or some jest at a Play. His Pick- 

tooth beares a great part in his discourse, so does his body; 
the upper parts whereof are as starcht as his linnen, and per¬ 

chance use the same Laundresse. Hee ha’s learnt to ruffle 

his face from his Boote, and takes a great delight in his walke 

to heare his Spurs gingle. Though his life passe somewhat 
slidingly, yet he seemes very careful of the time, for hee is 

still drawing his Watch out of his Pocket, and spends part of 
his toures in numbring them. He is one never serious but with 

his Taylor, when hee is in conspiracy for the next device. 
He is furnisht with his Jests, as some Wanderer with Sermons, 

some three for all Congregations, one especially against the 
Scholler, a man to him much ridiculous, whom hee knowes by no 

other definition, but silly fellow in blacke. He is a kinde of 
walking Mercers Shop, and shewes you one Stuffe to day, and another 

to morrow, an ornament to the roomes he comes in, as the faire 

Bed and Hangings be; and is meerely ratable accordingly, fifty 

or an hundred Pound as his suit is. His maine ambition is to 
get a Khight-hood, and then an old Lady, which if he be happy 

in, he fils the Stage and a Coach so much longer. Otherwise, 
himselfe and his- cloaths grow stale together, and he is buried 

commonly ere he dies in the Gaole, or the country.33 

How opportune for the English Character that barely twenty years after its 

inception the tightly restricted genre was molded, glazed, and kilned into 

such a perfect work of art. This codified standard of excellence 



immeasurably clarifies the problem of contrast and comparison through 

its later history. 

Several superficial pamphlets were unveiled in 1629. R. M.'s 

Micrologia concentrates on trade types, as well as augmenting Dekker 

and Earle’s recommendations for Characters of institutions and places 

with pictures of Bethlehem, Bridewell, and Ludgate. The little-known 

"A Character upon a Monsieur" by a Dr. Andrewes cleverly satirizes the 

French genus of beau. 

At Horsemanship a Centaure,hee sitts on, 

As if the Horse and Hee, were all but one. 

They move togeather justly every Time, 

Hee part of the horse, or els the Horse of him. 

These all are Noble parts, taken asunder 

But meeting all in one, they make a wonder.^ 

The Young Gallants Whirligigg: or Youths Reakes tenders Francis Lenton's 

warning to reckless youth by versifying the follies of a typical "golden 

Asse" transported from an innocent country life to London corruption and 

financial ruin. His gallant shares with Addison’s Inns of Court man in 

the Spectator a fatal weakness for the theatre and a neglect of judicial 

tomes. Really a lengthy moralistic essay enumerating the dangers besetting 

a young law student, the whole work might be considered a protracted 

Character. Interspersed bits of type-casting enliven and tender the 

personal homily. This practice piece helped him bestow greater buoyancy 

on his later Character!smi. 

The year I63I, even as 1615, was conspicuously productive. A 

triumvirate conprised of the veterans Brathwaite and Lenton, and a newcomer, 



Saltonstall, augmented the repertory. Each is markedly imitative, 

especially Saltonstall in Picturae Loquentes; commensurately, each is 

specialized enough so as to cause a small alteration in the Character. 

Brathwaite professes in the Dedication that "hee writes hest that 

affects least; and effects most." But his prosy, narrative instinct 

flaunts the curbs of the Character form. The panorama of contemporary 

society overwhelms his critical sense, even as it does Lenton’s. Outward 

eccentricities, not revealing actions, are their forte. Both zealously 

experiment with unordinary lower-class and professional varieties—as 

Brathwaite in the "Corranto-coiner" or "Launderer," or Lenton in "A 

double benefic't parson" and "A gentleman-usher." The Character’s 

stylistic features—compression, epigrammatical endings, uniform 

compositional tone—they utilize or reject with flamboyant ease. Only 

Saltonstall stubbornly supports the idealistic point of view. Unity and 

man's inner nature are neglected for facetious story-telling. In this 

respect Brathwaite's Whimzies is superior to Lenton's Characterismi: or 

Lentons Leasures. Lenton's "Gallant Courtier" reworks many stale ideas, 

but some neat phrasing shines through, such as "hee is a man so courteous, 

that hee cannot deny you any thing, and so carelesse after his grant, 

that he will perform nothing. 

Needed scope in yet another direction helps compensate for 

Donald Lupton's London and the Countrey Carbonadoed and Quartred in 

several Characters (1632), a punning, descriptive tableau of institutions 

and local sights. He applies his pen to the "Thames," "Paris-Garden, It 



"Ale-houses," "Cheapside," and "The Bridge." Their unvarnished fidelity 

supplied a nominal addition to parallel depictions of rogues' haunts. 

The eighteenth century The London Spy reiterated the inherent popularity 

of such writing. Lupton's tightly knit vignettes of urban life, plus 

those of Lenton, Brathwaite, and Saltonstall, were eagerly absorbed by 

later essayists and novelists. What the seventeenth century Character 

lost in purity and uniformity was the eighteenth century's gain in the 

way of descriptive analysis. 

The aforesaid works brought the Character to fruitful maturity. 

Until the major change to the pamphlet-character and the La Bruy^re- 

Addison rebirth at the close of the century, the residual attempts were 

as so much dissonance and assonance on these basic themes. 

The admiration of Swinburne, Lamb, and other notables for John 

Day's The Parliament of Bees (1633*163*0 has helped preserve Henslowe's 

sometime hack-dramatist from obscurity.3^ The very novelty of his fanciful 

small-scale dramatization of mankind in the guise of bees bequeaths to 

it a saving grace. The title "Character" which heads these lyrical scenes 

alerts the reader for satirical typing such as "The true Poet" who: 

. . . indeed doth scorne to guilde 

A cowards tomb with glories, or to build 

A sumptuous Pyramid of golden verse 

Over the ruins of an ignoble herse.37 

Only by an overextension of the definition could this be classified a 

legitimate member of the sect. More authentic charactering transpires 

in Castara (1635), William Habington’s sincere edification of chaste love. 
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A genuine, religious passion felt for his wife, the subject of the poem, 

drifts into the three Characters appended to its several parts. His 

"Friend” is "bountifull, and thinkes no treasure of fortune equall to 

38 
the preservation of him he loves." 

An occasionally compressed, metaphorical passage in John 

Taylor's A Bawd (1635) discloses some small lesson learned from the 

Character. The Wandering Jew Telling Fortunes to Englishmen (1640) 

improves appreciably in Character interest over its prototype, The Man 

in the Moone. The addition of a "Roarer" is all for the better. He 

incriminates himself with the outburst, "I am a man of the Sword; a 

Battoon Gallant, one of our Dammees, a bouncing Boy, a kicker of Bawdes, 

a tyrant over Puncks, a terror to Fencers, a newer of Playes, a jeerer 

of Poets, a gallon-pot-flinger, in rugged English, a Roarer.”39 Another 

trenchant observer was Henry Peacham in The Truth of our Times (1638) and 

the more popular The Worth of a Penny (l64l). The former contains two 

epigrammatical Characters, the antithetical "Religious Honest Man" and 

"A Clown." Earle's "Plaine country fellow" and this "Clown" would have 

made good neighbors for "he had rather be spreading of dung than goe to 

the leanest sermon in the shire."1*® 

From the time of Cleland until Brathwaite issued The English 

Gentleman and The English Gentlewoman (I63O) courtesy literature's concept 

of "what is the ideal gentleman" materially changed and in this change 

Peacham's The Complete Gentleman (1622) expressed a transitional point of 

view. Peacham perpetuated the substitution of a utilitarian, public-spirited, 



middle-class squirearchy for the Renaissance’s stoical, humanistic 

courtier; Brathwaite went a step further in his determined emphasis 

on moral piety and good works. His conduct hooks in themselves might 

be termed extended Characters, but, in addition, appended to each is 

a more compact summary of a "Gentleman” and "Gentlewoman" wherein is 

condensed all that the tract proselytes. The "Gentleman . . . admires 

nothing more than a constant spirit, derides nothing more than a 

recreant condition, embraceth nothing with more intimacie, than a 

prepared resolution. . . . Hee harbours no passion but compassion. 

Hee grieves no lesse at another's losse than his owne; nor «joyes less 

4l 
in another success than his own peculiar." The need for education, 

preference for the country and honest labor over courtly idleness, a 

kindly charity toward cohorts and inferiors—all these admirable qualities 

fall into an orderly pattern of a type not unlike Fielding's Squire All¬ 

worthy. But the aggrandizement of common sense with all its implications 

suffocatingly diffuses Fuller's The Holy and Profane States (1642), 

variously eulogized as a laudable fusion of the conduct book, biography, 

Character, essay, Estates literature, aphorism, and sermon or disparaged 

as a dull patchwork. Houghton, in my estimation, irrevocably destroys 

his previously unquestioned place in the body of Character writing*^2 If 

any debt be owed to the Character, only the superficial structure, the 

exemplar of Hall's and Breton's opposition of the "good and the bad," and 

sundry tricks of technique survive. "Fuller's purpose is not to describe 



typical men, but to expound principles of conduct, ethical and professional. 

His motive is didactic, not dramatic."^ within this stated scope his 

repute is soberly ascertained; within the perimeter of the Character his 

celebrity is fading away. 

One last manifestation of the Character must be noted. The 

drama through Jonson's comedy of "humours" exercised a paternal influence 

over the Character. The detached satirical bent inherent in Overbury, 

Earle, and the lesser characterists almost classifies their efforts as 

prose analogues to the drama. Occasional semblances of interplay occur 

between the two. In Beaumont and Fletcher’s The Scornful Lady (1616) 

the comic mirroring of "The Hanger-ons of Young Loveless," though loosely 

knit and in the plural, unveils pithy and characteristic actions of a 

peculiar type. The sometime friend,servant, and imitator of Jonson, 

Richard Brome, sprinkles about in his intricate, overly complicated 

comedies of manners some delightful Character-echoing sketches. Gilbert 

offers to give the "character" of the stale bachelor, Sir Arnold Cautious 

in The Sparagus Garden (1640),one who "followes pretty feet and insteps 

like a hare tracker." Again a "character" is discovered in The City Wit 

(1653)> this time of a courtier done in antithetical Senecan style. 

Perchance even Rufflit's description of a "Gallant of Fashion [who] is 

a thing that but once in three Monthes has money in his Purse; a Creature 

made up of Promise and Protestation: A thing that foules other mens 

Napkins: towseth other Mens Sheets, flatters all he feares, contemns all 



he needs not, sterves all that serve him, and undoes all that trust 

him" ^borrowed some hint from the Character. Unfortunately his servile 

prostration before Jonson's muse probably accounts for most of this 

resemblance. "In this ’brazen age’ of drama we call Shirley the last of 

kc 
the Elizabethans with individuality.". Anticipations of Restoration 

drama have also been sounded in his plays. To season the potpourri, the 

closing couplet in The Witty Fair One (1628) , "nothing is constant but 

a virtuous mind," anticipates the tone of sentimental comedy. In this 

play Aimwell recites a particularly fine piece on the country type who 

"does pray but once a year, and that's for fair weather in harvest; . . • 

he loves law, because it hilled his father. . . While Cowley was 

essentially a lyricist and essayist, the exigency of a visit of King 

Charles to Cambridge produced a play, The Guardian, poorly received at 

its introduction in l64l and a complete failure when revised as The Cutter 

of Coleman Street in 1658. His off-handed satire of the king’s party 

went so amiss that it brought on him the wrath of the Court. The so- 

called "characters" of "Cutter" in the first version and of "Worm" in 

the revision read as weakly as the plays. Much better are the vigorous 

sectarian blasts in The Puritan and the Papist (1643) which tellingly 

diagnose the germinating ills of party and religion. The humorous 

castigation of "The Character of a Holy-Sister" unwittingly invokes a 

guilty chuckle. 

She that loves sermons as she does the rest, 
Still standing stiff, that longest are the best. 

She that will ly, yet swear she hates a Iyer, 

Except it be the man that will lye by her.47 



The reader will acutely miss such touches of ironic gaiety in 

the full-blown pamphlet-Characters which descend at the outbreak of the 

war. Both sides flailed their opponents with equal abandon. Unbridled 

scurrility sought and found in the fame and formula of the Character an 

opportune vocal expression. John Taylor obliges with The Devil Turned 

Round-Head: or, Pluto become a Brownist (1642) and the crisp, epi- 

grammatical Heads of all Fashions (1642).. The anonymous "Character of 

a Round-head" included in St. Hilary’s Tears (1642) describes a villain 

who "sneaks into the corners of the city, and after a licking of his 

lips, a spitting, and a casting up his ugly eyes towards the place he 

is not worthy to look at, he whispers a tale through his rotten nose, 

of a great danger that is fallen upon the kingdom."^® To reciprocate, 

bishops are characterized in A Nest of Perfidious Vipers (1644). "These 

fat bulls, or dumb dogs, feed upon their flocks, when they should have 

fed their flocks, and so sacrificed to their godless bellies, when many 

a poor member of Christ lay starving at their gates, as near pined for out¬ 

ward provision for their bodies, as their more languishing soules were 

liQ 
for spiritual instructions." ^ The moderate Greek, Theophrastus, with¬ 

out a doubt, would have rebelled at such illegitimate progeny. After 

this particularly fruitless period, a chastized, more heterogenous 

Character reappeared with the Restoration, ready and qualified to blaze 

new trails 
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Chapter III 

The festering sore of political and religious unrest finally 

came to a head. The tragic dilemma of Englishman fighting Englishman 

lost the monarch his throne and life, and gave the victor a strife- 

torn land and a hazardous experiment in government. While many Royalists 

fled to protective exile in France and Holland, otheis remained in England 

to live as normal lives as possible under such trying circumstances. 

Both Royalist and Puritan authors focused primary attention on the 

struggle, but at the same time the continuity of literary forms remained, 

only partially eclipsed. The Character was quickly drafted into the 

battle of wits that paralleled the battle in the field. At the same 

time, its separate, generic form persisted and the gradual absorption 

of it by other species of writing steadily progressed, even though the 

total output of each necessarily diminished. To maintain such a continuity, 

it seems advisable to discuss some of the highlights of this period. 

One has only to glance at Greenough's bibliography from the 

years 1640 to approximately 1660 to see how assiduously the pamphlet- 

character was tried by partisan, courtier, and hack-writer. Alexander 

Bronte’s The Character of a Roundhead (l64l)treats in sly, humorous verse 

the questionable relationships between these dissenters and their "Sisters." 

John Cleveland, who outranked his contemporary Cowley in public esteem, 

joined in the mudslinging with several oft-printed works. The Character 



of a London-Diurnal (1644), The Character of a Country-Committee-man, 

with the Ear-marke of a Sequestrator (1647 or 1649), The Hue and Cry After 

Sir John Presbyter (1649), and The Character of a Diurnail-maker (1654) 

express this Royalist's great emotional reaction to the war. Their 

effectiveness is lessened by the obscurity of his language, which is 

crammed with metaphor and simile, long digressive anecdotes, overworked 

fancy, and a minimum of action. In form and style The Character of a 

Diur nail-maker is superior, but they are all too long and too wordy. 

The Character of an Oxford Incendiary is one long fantastic tirade against 

everyone and everything connected with the monarch, including Queen 

Henrietta Maria. Sir John Birkenhead successfully expressed his ingrown 

bitterness without losing his sense of humor in the rambling The Assembly- 

Man (1647)• "His two longest things are his nails and his prayer; but 

the cleanest thing about him is his pulpit-cushion, for he still beats 

the dust out of it."^ In conclusion he quips, "But I forget, a character 

should be brief, though tedious length be his (the Assembly-man's] best 

character."^ A quack-doctor, Lionel Lockier, defends his sect, an 

obscure and radical branch of the Puritans called the Ranters, in The 

Character of a Time-serving Saint (1652). a mildly colorful verse Character 

hawked as a ballad. 

Along with these specialized and generally unsatisfactory 

pamphlet-characters were produced several notable volumes of pre-war type of 

Character-books. Thomas Ford laments the monstrous form that religion had 

assumed and the lawless liberty which accompanied it. By offering to play 



the fool and to unmask vice so that his readers could cure themselves of 

its ills, his The Times Anatomiz’d (1647) adds a note of hope that all 

will end well. Most of his thirty Characters relate to the contemporary 

controversy, as the "Hypocritical convert of the Times," "Rebellion," 

"A Good King>" "Newter," (one type he particularly despises) or "A 

Corrupt Committee-Man." He vacillates between concrete and moral types, 

with an occasional pairing, as "Error" and "Truth," or "War" and "Peace." 

Ford had obviously profited from a knowledge of Overbury and Breton, for 

the witty turn of his language, the ease of his metaphors and embellishing 

figures, the liberal use of revealing action, even the repetition of 

previously used similes show their influence. For example, "An envious 

man . . . had rather goe to Hell alone, then to heaven with company." 

The "Hypocritical Convert of the Times ... is a rotten sepulchre painted 

over with sanctity. Like a waterman who looks one way and rows another." 

"The Soldier of Fortune . . . should be a scholer, for he is alwayes in 

controversies, bullets are his arguments, and his sword a necessary con- 

k 
elusion." 

As the butt of Bryden’s and Pope’s ridicule,Richard Flecknoe’s 

literary reputation has been more abused than appreciated. The fact that 

he was a writer of highly acceptable Characters which are pleasingly 

readable and stylistically superior to many who wrote in imitation of 

Overbury should aid in redeeming him from obscurity.5 Returning to England 

about 1650 to enter the literary battle, he furnished a Catholic point of 



view in his caustic pieces on hypocrisy, whether in his own or the 

Protestant camp. Enigmaticall Characters (1658) was persistently revised 

and re-revised during his lifetime. From his "Author’s Idea, or of a 

Character" it is immediately obvious that he was following Overbury, 

but the preponderance of ideal, abstract types also points to a fa¬ 

miliarity with the Hall tradition. The variety of types is enlarged to 

Include more female species, as "Of a green-sicknesse girle" or "Of a 

fille devote, or a ghostly daughter," as well as several decidedly minute, 

limited topics as "Of ladies little dog" or "Of a petty French lutenist 

in England." His overall brevity and uncomplicated conceits, a certain 

undertone of genial humor, and the laudable mingling of action with 

comment often redeem the commonplace information he imparts. "Of 

troublesome Kindness" harks back to Theophrastan objectivity and Character 

insight. "He shakes you by the hand, till h'as shak’t it out of Joynt, 

and tells you twenty times, he’s glad to see you well; and if he embrace 

you, and get you in the hug, y’ad as good fall into the hands of a Cornish 

Wrestler. ... He asks you so often how you do? as he makes you doubt 

whether you be well or no."^ 

Beside pamphlet-charactering and authentic productions in the 

field, the absorption of the form into other genres continued in this 

transitional period. George Herbert’s A Priest to the Temple, written 

between 1630 and 1632 but not printed until 1652, has often been extolled 

as an outstanding Character. It would seem wiser to place it in the line 



of conduct literature, in this case, because of its presentation of an 

ideal Anglican prelate. Obviously affected in some way by the Character 

in its short, concise subdivisions of the duties and obligations of a 

servant of the Church and by the occasional use of Character techniques, 

in the end it still remains a compact manual of behavior, full of good 

sense and abiding charity. In contrast, the brief, anonymous A Looking- 

Glass for a Drunkard (1652) combines in small compass a Character of a 

drunkard, a definition of drunkenness, scriptural passages of warning, 

and the author’s personal exhortation to forgo the vice. Such a blending 

reminds one of Puller, although the style repeats Breton. "He is his 

wife’s woe; his children’s sorrow; his neighbour's scoffe; his own 

shame."7 The singular female, Margaret Cavendish, Duchess of Newcastle, 

who prompted such mixed reactions in Pepys and Lamb, Baw fit to classify 

various kind of fools in The Worlds Olio (1655)7 and succeeded in putting 

them in a sometime Character form. Notice "The self-conceited fool Qfho^J 

is one that scorns to take council, and not only thinks his fancy the 

fullest of wit, and his judgment the wisest, and his actions the regularest, 

O 

but that his house, his horse, his dog, his anything is best." Francis 

Osborne continues the admixture of essay and Character in A Miscellany of 

Sundry Essaies, Paradoxes, and Problematical! Discourses, Letters and 

Characters (1659)* The several forms are kept clearly separate except 

In the essay-like "A Character of Honour." Overburian word play and a 

clever mock-heroic comparison with the art of heraldry sets off "On a 

Cook jwhoj is a Baud to the Mouth, . . . who lives like a Bear by licking 



his Fingers* . . . His office is a representation of Hell: where all 

sorts of Creatures are tormented in Flames* to satisfie the depraved and 

various Nature of the Tastes of men."^ In the preface of Sir William 

Davenant's Gondibert (1651), while attempting to define wLove"and "Wit," 

the courtier occasionally falls into the fanciful language of the 

Character. Inasmuch as this was dedicated to Thomas Hobbes and served 

as a critical guide for Dryden's composition of heroic drama, an inter¬ 

esting minor branch of influence might be traced. In Aureng-Zebe (1676) 

Bryden created Davenant's recommended types of courtly perfection which 

evolve into near Character productions, and Hobbes in A Briefe of the Art 

of Rhetorique delineates the manners peculiar to several ages and fortunes. 

In the latter, the pictures of "Young men," "Old men," and"The rich" read 

like straightforward rhetorical lessons, with only a slight touch of the 

Character. 

One other aspect of the Character persisted and took on new 

importance in this period, that of Characters of countries suggested by 

earlier sketches of places and nationalities. Owen Felltham had followed 

this trend in A Brief Character of the Low-Countries* written in the 1620*s 

and 1630*s, first printed in 1652. Like the pamphlet-characters this and 

subsequent productions in the same vein were too extended, with passages 

of straight description dilating them still further. Nevertheless, for 

witty sarcasm, apt comparisons, and uncomplimentary insight into the 

deficiencies of Holland, this piece is admirable. Conditions in the 

Netherlands must not have changed radically by 1699* for then Felltham's 



piece was reprinted almost verbatim as A Trip to Holland* For an instance 

of his style notice "[Holland] affords the people one commodity beyond 

all the other Regions; If they dye in perdition, they are so low, that 

they have a shorter cut to Hell than the rest of their Neighbors."^ 

John Evelyn, diarist, virtuoso, and one of the founders of the Royal 

Society, attempted a sly experiment in A Character of England (1659)• 

Traveling in the opposite direction across the Channel, he wrote as a 

Frenchman arriving in England, penned in an open letter to "My Lord," 

and promptly satirized English crudities as they would appear to the 

Continental visitor. The Londoner's bad manners, filthy streets, pointless 

conversations, and religion ("The religion of England is preaching and 

sitting still on Sundays") strike his acute eye. Later, Andrew Marvell, 

Latin Secretary with Milton, followed in Felltham's footsteps in The 

Character of Holland (written ca. 1653# printed 1665). A political 

motive lay behind it, for Holland was then sheltering Charles II, but 

his best passages are devoted to peculiarities of the locale and religious 

"toleration." The sea was so close to the Dutch that "The fish oft- 

times the Burgher dispossest,/ And sat not as a meat, but as a guest. 

Edward Ward, at the close of the century, gave fresh birth to this 

variety of Character, on the assumption the public would pay to read 

about strange places and strange people 
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Part II 

1660 - 1750 



Chapter I 

It has been seen that neither the continuity of nor the interest 

in the Character ceased during the Great Rebellion. Indeed, only the 

point of emphasis shifted. The number of independent Character books 

diminished, but the absorption of the form into other species of writing 

increased noticeably. Through the Restoration and the first half of the 

eighteenth century, this absorption so accelerated that by an approximate 

date of 1750 the form had become an integral part of the periodical essay, 

the drama, and the novel. In the transitional stage considered in the 

previous chapter several new ramifications appeared. Of first note was 

the tremendous increase in the pamphlet-character, which the war helped 

precipitate. Secondly, separate Character collections persisted, although 

drastically reduced in number and usually imitative of the masters in 

the field, Hall, Overbury, Earle, and Stephens. A third development 

found the Character employed as a tool by the essayist, moralist, and 

writer of conduct literature. Between 1660 and 1750 all three variations 

enjoyed only a modicum of their former prominence. However, the true 

glory of the eighteenth century Character lies in yet another sphere. 

The authentic genre, a static, objective portrait of a type or class, 

had prospered, then spent itself in the seventeenth century. How it was 

ready and able to assume an even more fascinating position through its 

subtle but very real infiltration into the Restoration drama, the periodical 



essay and magazine, and finally the novel* Each of these movements will 

be treated separately and in the main chronologically. At the same time 

the recognition of unceasing inter-relationships between the several kinds 

must always be kept in mind* 

For the political historian the pamphlet-character, notwith¬ 

standing its frequent exaggeration and wild fancy, remains a rich source of 

information. These single works dealt with religious, political, and 

social issues, a lone eccentric type, or perhaps a nationality and country. 

Either verse or prose, compression or wearisome verbosity marked their 

treatment. In addition, the title "Character" served as a ready label 

for any partisan expostulation or tirade. 

A good example of a well-unified pamphlet-character is Sir John 

Denham! s The True Presbyterian Without Disguise (l66l). By concentrating 

on personal idiosyncrasies rather than superficial appearances,the famous 

author of Cooper!s Hill succeeds in depicting a forceful and often humorous 

religious type and, although of prohibitive length, the fresh reality of 

the picture guaranteed frequent reprinting. 

. . . the Reverence which Ceremony brings, 

Into the Sacred Church, his Conscience stings, 

Which is so void of Grace, and so ill bent, 

That kneel he will not at the Sacramentj 

But sits more like a Judge, than like a Sinner, 

And takes it just as he receives his Dinner. 

Thus do his saucy Postures speak his Sin, 

For as without, such is his Heart within.^" 

Denham's restraint and sense of humor are the exception rather than the 

rule. The Character of a Fanatick (1675) shows how a purely subjective 



approach transforms a similar topic* Crammed with outlandish figures and 

Biblical references, the author speaks of a turncoat whose "prayer is . . . 

p 
a rhapsody of holy hiccoughs, sanctified harkings, illuminated goggles." 

Needless to say, such is the general tone of the piece. On the political 

scene there appeared in 1680 The Character of a True Englishman* addressed 

to the Pope, which asserts that the English trill never tolerate a tyrant 

such as the one who reigned in France at that time. The Character of a 

Disabled Courtier (1681) delineates a parasitical jobseeker not unlike 

those who crowded about Charles II. The author’s moral objective, to 

discount the King's policy of obliging enemies instead of friends, causes 

him to portray an "ungrateful" who will secretly plot against his patron. 

Through brevity and concentration on the theme of pride, the writer 

prejudices the reader to his point of view. The Character of an ill Court- 

Favourite of that year basically deals with the same material, now in the 

French as well as the English court, but its rambling digressions on 

historical favorites who flattered monarchs into being tyrants, detract 

from the central idea. 

The problem of James' succession to the throne offered the 

Characterists fresh material. The Character of a True Protestant (1682), 

remarkable for its calm tone, reiterates in a straightforward manner the 

necessity for the divine right of kings. Any offense to the monarch, the 

head of the Church, would be a direct insult to God. Stylistic improve¬ 

ments are found in its coherent organization, neat conclusion, and single- 

minded concentration on one "virtue," that of implicit obedience to the 



throne. Elkanah Settle’s The Character of a Popish Successor (l68l) 

provoked many retorts. One of the better answers, The Character of an 

Honest Man (1683), staunchly maintains an objective point of view, The 

author demands that James be given his due place and heightens the dis- 

cussion by printing in parallel columns the marks of ’’The Honest Man" and 

"The Knave or Hypocrite," the former a true Royalist who honors King, God, 

and Country, the latter one who desires rebellion and a second Cromwell. 

This writer would accept James and the possibility of popery, rather 

than hazard the greater sin of rebellion. Such a High-Church attitude 

continues in The True Character of a Church-man (1683) which purports 

to define a true member of the Church of England so as to unmask false 

people who assume that name. It is.divided into five parts, each opening 

with a lucid defining sentence followed by logical commentary, an arrange¬ 

ment similar to Fuller’s, and it places this particular kind of non- 

juroring Anglican in a highly favorable light. Exactly opposite is The 

Character of the Wisest Men (1696), of whom it is said that they "place 

religion more in the serious practice of piety, than in the observance of 

ceremonious forms."3 Character techniques—crispness, conciseness, and 

the unifying formula, "they are," "they do"—give a certain attractiveness 

to this middle of the road attitude. Such a temperate viewpoint disappears 

in the vitriolic invective of John Oldham’s The Character of an Ugly Old 

Priest (1684), wherein dreary and continuous abuse transgresses the realm 

of satire to fall into scurrility 



True moderation in language and political outlook gave Halifax's 

The Character of a Trimmer (1688) deserved popularity. By introducing 

most of the paragraphs with such phrases as "Our Trimmer thinks" or "Our 

Trimmer cannot conceive," a definite influence of the Character shows 

itself, but other similarities are limited. This extremely long pamphlet 

is Halifax's personal expression of a doctrinecf political and religious 

compromise, and he pleads with dignity and force fOr a moderate point 

of view toward the law, the throne, and parliament. By personifying his 

beliefs in the personage of a "trimmer," he enlivens a plain political 

discussion. Its cleverly worded conclusion is yet another acknowledgement 

of familiarity with the earlier Character. 

... That our Climate is a Trimmer, between that part of 

the World, where Men are Roasted, and the other where they 

are Frozen; That our Church is a Trimmer between the Phrenezy 

of Platonick Vision, and the Lethargick Ignorance of Popish 

Dreams; That our Laws are Trimmers, between the Excess of 
unbounded Power, and the Extravagance of Liberty not enough 

restrained; That true Virtue has ever been thought a Trimmer, 

and to have its dwelling in the middle between two Extreams; 

That even God Almighty himself is divided between his two 
great Attributes, his Mercy and his Justice.^ 

A great deal of this conservatism is discovered in The Character of an 

Honest, and Worthy Parliament-Man (1689) obviously written by a High 

Churchman who has compassion for dissenters and professes a Latitudinarian 

position in civil matters. 

Many species of political hypocrites filled the contemporary 

scene. The Character of a Tacker, to which is added, The Character of an 

Antl-Tacker (1705) attacks the Jacobite who carries "two shapes in one body, 



like a centaur, or the Irish virgin with a fish in her tail, half 

protestant, half papist.”5 The writer digresses for a time about a female 

tacker, but through the voice of the "Anti-Tacker" he states that his 

principles require him to be a true Protestant and ai hater of the French. 

The arrangement and style are remarkably dear, considering the topic. 

The politician in The Character of a Modern Whig (1705) is markedly two- 

faced. Despite its metaphorically enlivened prose, the discussion of 

little-known political problems detracts from the general picture. More 

coherent stylistic form aids The Character of a Sneaker (1705), a name 

applied to one who seeks the golden apple of preferment and cares not who 

gives it. 

In the face of all this religious and political unrest, it was 

only natural that less attention was focused on personal or social foibles 

Nevertheless, several fine examples of individual Character-writing in a 

lighter vein do exist. Two remarkably similar pieces appeared in 1675# 

The Character of a Town-Miss and The Character of a Town-Gallant. In 

double-entendre language the former briefly narrates the history of an 

early Moll Flanders. In the latter, by making the gallant’s actions brisk 

and to the point, the old themes of knots, perfumes, French apishness, 

drinking, and disdain for "pedantry" are revitalized. An undertone of 

disgust detracts from the obvious gaiety of the types, but the linguistic 

techniques show an intimacy with predecessors in the field. 

A Town-Gallant is a bundle of Vanities composed of Ignorance, 
and Pride, Folly and Debauchery: a silly Huffing thing, 
three parts Fop, and the rest Hector. . . . His first care 
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is his Dressa and next his Body, and in the fitting these 

two together consists his Soul and all its Faculties. His 

Trade is making of Love,yet he knows no difference between 

that and Lust, and tell him of a Virgin at Sixteen, he shall 

swear then Miracles are not ceased.6 

William Winstanley’s Poor Robin’s True Character of a Scold (1678), although 

persistently bitter, achieves a certain humor by its outlandish exaggeration. 

He claims to have found the pedigree of this female bell-clapper in a long 

concealed manuscript of Theophrastus Bombastus Paracelsus, and finds excuse 

to cease a lengthy discussion by stating that his Character begins to be 

infected with the contagious talkativeness of its subject. 

The steady growth of the coffee-houses also found expression in 

the Character. To these smoke-filled dens flocked the pragmatic jobber, 

bragging sea captain, politician, projector, roarer and beau to smoke, 

drink the darksome brew, and expound on their favorite scheme. Most 

vivid is The Character of a Coffee-House (1673) which enlarges on topics 

mentioned in a 1665 versified work of the same title. The author voices 

an active dislike for the pettiness and evil that transpire there as 

well as the filthy coffee and the inquisitive host. He describes it so: 

The room stinks of tobacco worse than hell of brimstone, and 

is as full of smoke as their heads that frequent it, whose 

humours are as various as those of Bedlam, and their dis¬ 

course oftentimes as heathenish and dull as their liquor; 

that liquor, which by its looks and taste, you may reasonably 

guess to be Pluto’s diet drink) that witches tipple out of 
dead men’s skull, when they rectify to Belzebub their 

sacramental vows J 

A striking similarity of ideas between the 1675 "Town-Gallant" and the 

coffee-house beau points to an obvious borrowing. 



The school had no sooner endued him with a few superficial 
sprinklings,but his mother's indulgence posted him to town 

for genteeler breeding; where three or four wild companions, 
half a dozen bottles of Burgundy, two leaves of Leviathan, 

a brisk encounter with his landlord's glass windows, the 

charms of a little miss, and the sight of a new play, dubbed 

him at once both a wit and a heroe.® 

Enthusiasm for characterizing nationalities and countries, first 

suggested by Overbury, enlarged by Breton, and encouraged by Felltham’s 

and Marvell’s work, gained rapid momentum through the popularity of Ned 

Ward's A Trip to Jamaica (1698). Such a work as A Modern Account of 

Scotland (1670) with its deliberate emphasis on lewdness and filth, also 

pointed the way to Ward's pornographic pattern. It was his first real 

success and he closely followed it with A Trip to New England (1699)• 

To sketch only the unusual and trivial details so as to accentuate the 

grotesque was his fundamental method here and in later writings. He 

calls Jamaica "the Dunghill of the Universe, the Refuse of the whole 

Creation, the Clippings of the Elements, a shapeless Pile of Rubbish 

confused'ly jumbl'd into a Emblem of the Chaos,neglected by Omnipotence 

when he form'd the World into its admirable Order."9 Considering the 

fact that this jocular pamphlet reached a seventh edition by 1700, a 

considerable host of imitators was the expected occurrence. These 

included A Trip to Ireland (1699) > the before-mentioned A Trip to Holland 

(1699), and A Trip to North-Wales (1701). 

Among the remnants of authentic charactering Samuel Butler's 

name stands supreme, but in view of the fact that his Characters were 

not published until 1759tthey naturally exerted no influence on subsequent 



■writers. Two collections of note preceded him. Confused Characters of 

Conceited Coxcombs (l66l), by an unknown Cambridge man, is one of the 

few Character-books of this later time closely related to earlier works. 

"Never was boorish inhumanity so much in fashion, never upstart pride 

more common"^® becomes his theme. His political types, which are in 

the majority, such as an "Upstart Pragmaticall," "Justice of the Peace," 

"A Jury-man Rustick," or "A Lawyer in Common," display ignorance, bad 

manners, and boorishness. Most of the pieces are over expanded, rambling, 

and full of obscure contemporary references, and the language abounds 

with anecdotes, classical allusions, and fanciful writing. He takes his 

title literally since the result is stylistic confusion. One pertinent 

addition, however, is his observation that foppish habits are invading 

the middle-class, as in "A Finnicall London Citizen . . . who carries 

his lookinglasse in his shoes, that so when ever he looks down, he may 

correct the rumple in his band."^ 

Much less originality can be credited to Twelve Ingenious 

Characters republished in England*s Jests Refined and Improve (1686). 

Some are mere reprints of Earle, Overbury, Flecknoe, and Winstanley, 

including the popular fop from the 1673 The Character of a Coffee-House. 

At least his selection is praiseworthy. Of the original contributions, 

tiro are particularly vivid, "A Cambridge Minion," a facetious life and 

times of a college laundress, and "A Courtier" who crowds his memory with 

a few impressive words and broken sentences ao as to get the reputation of 

a scholar. A piling of metaphors introduces this personage, passing then 



into a narration of his wild life* "Here [at the University] also he 

learns to buss his hand, make a leg, pluck off the hat, and to go aloof 

off, of the fashion; to be impudent, court a strumpet methodically, and 

that without the former ruine of his buttons and bandstrings, to be 

drunk, sing and roare out bawdy catches, and then by this time, he's fit 

IP 
for Grayes Inn, or some other inns of court." 

Samuel Butler is normally rated second only to Earle. However, 

the heat and controversy of Restoration life and his own unsatisfactory 

existence embittered his outlook, whereas Earle always managed a certain 

genial love of humanity. Both had their eyes open to reality. The mis¬ 

anthrope, Butler, unfortunately could not perceive any genuine ideals 

motivating his contemporaries. He concentrates on social, political, 

and sectarian types, painting them with a tart, stinging pen. The 

hypocrisy and sham so scathingly exposed in Hudibras serve also as theme 

for his Characters (ca. 1667-1669): many of these pieces read like dis¬ 

membered and enlarged segments of that burlesque epic. His inherent 

common sense and honesty bring them a touch of richness and boldness, for 

no absurdity, pretence, or inconsistency escape his unerring eye. In 

style he retains the seventeenth century tradition of wit and satire but 

increased it to a savage intensity. The conscious absorption of the 

Character into the essay also marks his endeavors and,although he exerted 

no real influence on the periodical essayists, his scenes of city life 

and social foibles anticipate the more genial sketches of the Tatler and 

Spectator. But the personal note, so prominent after the Civil War 



controversy, which worked best on a stock of ideas expressed through the 

enumeration of details, often turns his satire into invective. One 

particular aspect of hypocrisy, that of self-love, he caustically reveals 

in numerous pieces. "A Fantastic," "An Imitator," "An affected Man," 

"The Luxurious," "A City-wit" are only a few. "A Huffing Courtier" rework 

the stale modes of the beau in a refreshingly lucid way. 

His Business is only to be seen, and he performs it with 

admirable Industry, placing himself always in the best light, 

looking wonderfully Politic, and cautious whom he mixes 

withal. His Occupation is to show his Cloaths, and if they 

could but walk themselves, they would save him the Labour, 

and do his Work as well as himself. ... He is like the 
golden Fleece, a fine Outside on a Sheep’s Back.. ... He 

puts himself up into a Sedan, like a Fiddle in a Case, 
and is taken out again for the Ladies to play upon. ... 

His Cook and Valet de Chambre conspire to dress Dinner and 
him so punctually together, that the one may not be ready 

before the other. As Peacocks and Ostridges have the 
gaudiest and finest Feathers, yet cannot fly; so all his 

Bravery is to flutter only.^3 

On the continent yet another great master of the Character was molding it 

in a new direction. La Bruyere translated an edition of Theophrastus' 

Characters and somewhat casually appended his own attempts in the fashion 

as a sort of index. They were an instantaneous triumph. As tutor and 

"gentleman-in-waiting" to the Conde’ family, opportunities for close and 

intimate observation of French nobility were unlimited. Even as lack of 

reward and recognition embittered Butler, so La Bruyere came to view the 

spectacle of seventeenth century life with a slightly jaundiced eye, but 

in contrast, the Frenchman avowed a moral purpose. Through the voice of 

the philosopher he "demands from mankind greater and more uncommon results 

than empty praise, and even than rewards; he expects them to lead better 
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lives.” Like Theophrastus, he aims at an objective observation of the 

manners of men; like Hall he strives to make morality attractive; but, 

also, like Butler he does not forebear lavishing scorn and criticism 

on what he sees. Under his hand the Character transforms, extends, and 

' alters itself into a work of delicacy and virtuosity. Les Caracteres ou 

les Moeurs de ce Si^cle (1688) is a sixteen chapter medley of anecdotes, 

maxims, reflections, and Characters with such titles as "Of Personal 

Merit," "Of Women," "Of the Town." The reader passes smoothly from a 

generalized topic,to a treatment in essay form,to a concrete sketch of 

one who bears out the theme. Such a plan admits of influence other than 

Theophrastus, including, no doubt, Montaigne, La Rochefoucauld, Pascal, 

and the portrait craze which spread from Mile, de Scud^ry to the salons. 

Additional background was furnished through Hall's popularity in France 

and the example of Cyrano de Bergerac's venture at Character-writing in 

1658. 

That his pictures were composites of details culled from ob¬ 

servation of living men and women accounts for the flurry of "keys" 

which followed their publication. But the basic distinction of a type 

or class is not lost, and the titling of each with names drawn from 

classical drama aids the deception. La Bruyere regretted these "keys" 

for he meant to depict men in general, not individuals. The English 

reader best recognizes his variety of Character in Addison's and Steele's 

imitations, for his influence across the Channel was even greater than 

that in his own land.1^ Language that is brilliant, gracefully varied, 
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and highly imaginative, suggesting Swift at times in its sarcastic treat¬ 

ment of details, then fluently returning to a native good sense inimitably 

distinguishes his creations. Admirable selection of only a few specific 

details to heighten the scene gives the foppishness of ''Iphis" a new 

virility. 

Iphis attends church, and sees there a new-fashioned shoe; he 

looks upon his own with a blush, and no longer believes he is 
well dressed. He only comes to hear mass to show himself, 

but now he refuses to go out, and keeps his room all day 

on account of his foot. He has a soft hand, which he preserves 

so by scented paste, laughs often to show his teeth, purses rep 

his mouth, and is perpetually smiling; he looks at his legs 

and surveys himself in the glass, and no man can have a better 
opinion of his personal appearance than he has; he has adopted 

a clear and delicate voice, but fortunately lisps; he moves 

his head about and has a sort of sweetness in his eyes which 

he does not forget to use to set himself off; his gait is 
indolent, and his attitudes are as pretty as he can contrive 

them; he sometimes rouges his face, but not very often, and 

does not do so habitually. In truth, he always wears breeches 

and a hat, but neither earrings nor a pearl necklace; there¬ 

fore I have not given him a place in my chapter "Of Women."16 

From the beginning the Character showed itself akin to both the 

essay and courtesy literature, the first starting with Breton's characterized 

essays and the last extending back to Theophrastus and Hall. In turn, 

these manuals of good behavior frequently employed the essay form to 

express their tenets. The change from the noble courtier to the utilitarian, 

religious gentleman advanced by Cleland, Peacham, and Brathwaite has been 

noted. Now, the conduct books grew more and more religious. Clement 

Ellis' The Gentile Sinner (1660) contrasts an idle, pleasure-seeking 

gallant with a true gentleman whose nobility is firmly cemented in virtue 

and honor. Not only the gallant but also the "Provident," the "Prudent," 



the "Peaceable," and the "Stately" man, suffering respectively from 

covetousness, cowardliness, laziness, and pride, unjustly assume the name 

"gentleman." Ellis subdivides each individual into his subordinate elements 

of dress, language, religion, breeding, and employment. Faulty education 

receives the severest indictment. A return to ascetic morality and well- 

directed teaching is his plea; these two are demanded again and again 

by such writers as Crossman, Astell, Drake, DarieLl, and Forrester. Ellis 

intensifies the gallant’s unattractiveness by tbilizing Character techniques 

such as startling images, metaphorical conclusions, and the formula of 

the third person singular; however,his moral comments to the reader and 

a drawn-out exposition lessen the total effect, nevertheless, of the 

courtesy books :3n this era, it is still the most vigorous and scathing in 

its denunciation of wickedness. The author's sincere concern can never 

be questioned. 

As his condition of life seems not to be Hewy so does he 

endeavour that all should appeare New about him, except his 

vices and his Religion; He is too much in love with those, 

to change them, and the latter he cannot change, because he 

never had any. Pride and Wantonnesse have a very rare and 

ready invention: heres a Hew Garbe, Hew Cloathes, and a 
Hew body too, 0 could he but once get him a Hew soule, or 

no soule might be thought happy. When you look upon his 

Apparell, you will be apt to say, he wears his Heaven 

upon his back; and truly (’tis too much to be fear'd) there 
you see as much of it, as he ever shall. He is trick'd up 

in Gauderies, as if he had! resolved to make his Body a Lure 

for the Piveil, and with this Bravery would make a baite, 

should tempt the Tempter to fall in love with him.-1-’? 

The Young Man's Calling (1683), a reprint of Samuel Crossman's The Young 

Man's Monitor (1664) is primarily a religious work with a decided affinity 



for courtesy literature. Youth is solemnly warned that friends and mirth 

soon die and the grave awaits. Crossman directs the book to elders who 

must bring up their children in the way of God and good government. For 

their edification he gives the negative, then the positive characteristics 

of a truly virtuous young man. His plan is remarkably like Fuller's, 

opening with a topic sentence, such as he is "Not a Sabbath-breaker" 

and "Not one given to foolish gaming," which is enlarged through examples 

exhortations, and apostrophes. Again, like Fuller, he appends bio¬ 

graphical remarks upon several ancient and modern persons who are famous 

for .virtue and piety. By this very imitation, however, only the most 

superficial Character-like passages emerge. 

Sir George MacKenzie, the famous King's Advocator, unjustly 

labeled "bloodthirsty" because of his treatment of the Scotch Covenanters 

by overstepping the proper bounds of the essay in Moral Gallantry (1667) 

and The Moral History of Frugality (1691) approaches the conduct treatise 

His task in the former is to prove that nothing is so mean as vice and 

nothing so easy as virtue. Personifying his concept in "The Character 

of a Philosopher" he shows his ideal to be a Stoic man, much like Hall's, 

who is moderate in all matters, who neither loves nor desires anything 

so much that he will miss it. This Character is remarkably lucid, free 

from embellishing figures, and, considering its length, tightly knit. 

Those in the second work are much less clearly defined. 

After his Character venture in the "Trimmer" pamphlet, Halifax 

purifies the form in The Lady's New-Years-Gift (1688). Addressed to his 



daughter, this rational manual, another combination of conduct book and 

essay, fuses his moral lessons in four female Characters. These are 

inserted without interruption into the body of the material and propel 

the topic under discussion. The womanly counterpart of the beau ttcometh 

into a Room as if her Limbs were set on with ill-made Screws, which 

maketh the Company fear the pretty thing should leave some of its 

artificial Person upon the Floor."1® 

The neglected female received additional advice and praise 

through the efforts of two champions of women’s rights, Mary Astell 

and Judith Drake. In A Serious Proposal to the Ladies (1694) Astell 

defends women against the charge of natural incapacity by laying the 

blame on lack of education. With the establishment of a religious school 

where the curriculum would emphasize training the judgment and laying 

the foundation for more stable and dignified marriages, she hoped to 

redeem the fair sex. Her Character types are much inferior to Drake's. 

Besides being one of the first women to advocate female rights a^d 

abilities, she gained further fame through her suggestion for a place 

of religious retirement which Defoe incorporated in his Essay on Projects 

(1697)His tender attitude toward women and the realization that 

man’s animal impulses are often the real cause of their sin might also 

have derived from Mrs. Astell. Judith Drake in An Essay in Defence of 

the Female Sex (1696) reiterates the need for education and laments the 

disparity between liberty allowed women and men. She has recourse to 

the Character for typing the kinds of men who seriously play the fool in 



the world. To take a vice reputed to women then to show that men are 

worse at it is executed through the figures of a pedant, country squire, 

bully, beau, coffee-house politician, and fop-poet. All are uniformly well 

written, clear, and generally free of excessive metaphors and similes. 

Of the beau she asserts that he "is more dejected at a Pimple, than if 

it were a Cancer. . . . Quails and Ortolans are the meanest of his 

Diet, and a Spoonful of Green Pease at Christmas are worth to him more 

than the Inheritance of the Fiold where they grow in Summer.11^0 I do 

not believe that anyone has noted that this Character in a somewhat 

changed and expanded form was incorporated in Abel Boyer’s The English 

Theophrastus (1702). Boyer admits that most of his work is culled from 

many authors, notably La Rochefoucauld, St. Evremont, Theophrastus, and 

La Bruyere. Itwas an avowed imitation of La Bruyere's Characters, even 

copying his overall plan, but the English attempt is clearly inferior 

to the French masterpiece. 

An important eighteenth century work on conduct is William 

Darrell's The Gentleman Instructed (1704). which reached an eleventh 

edition by 1738. Through the device of a dialogue between Eusebius and 

Keander, Darrell advances his religious yet very practical advice on 

certain secular virtues. The ruin of most of the gentry is attributed to 

lewdness and dissipation, the theatre being a particular incentive to 

vice. The Characters of atheists, town-sparks, duns, and beaux fit neatly 

into the conversational tone. Overburian wit and metaphorical figures do 
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not detract from their overall intelligibility and conciseness, as in the 

beaux who are "a Compound of Farce and Ceremony, a Mixture of Mimick 

and Tragedian; had their Mothers made a Voyage to the Indies, I should 

suspect they had some Relation to an Ape."21 

Thomas Gordon’s The Humorist (1720-1725). although not a periodical 

essay, shows the influence of this form in its use of anecdotes, stories, 

letters and a heavy dependence on charactering* Under generalized topics 

such as "Of Female Disguises" or "Of Love of Power," Gordon particularizes 

his theme by using short perceptive Characters. Many of these types 

offer excellent analyses of personality motivation. A core of a small 

drama or novel is suggested by some of the narrative ones. The last 

chapter of the second volume offers six unusually fine Characters, 

probably from anotherhand, among which "Don Altiero," with its compact 

form and acute selection of details, stands out. 

Again a knowledge of the periodical essay variety of Character 

finds a place in William Law’s powerful A Serious Call to a Devout and 

Holy Life (1728). Essentially a fervent appeal for renewed mystic 

spirituality, this book advances observations on manners and conduct through 

crisp, lucid vignettes of admirable and reprehensible types. Law’s 

religious teaching had a direct influence on John Wesley and Dr. Johnson. 

His ability to employ the Character to vivify his lessons is especially 

clear in the sketch on Flavia who lives a life of hypocritical indifference. 

Although she listens attentively to sermons on humility and charity, all 



her time and money are spent on the latest fashions and on keeping 

abreast of the beau mode. Because "more men live regardless of the 

great duties of piety, through too great a concern for worldly goods, 

pp 
than through direct InjusticeV the evils of foppishness and impiety 

run rampant. 

Defoe did not abandon the educational problem after The Essay 

on Projects but attacked the ignorance of the gentry with renewed vigor 

in the Compleat English Gentleman (written 1729; published I89O). He 

intends to make this squirearchy ashamed of its lack of culture and to 

induce it to give its children a better education. Pedantry and useless 

learning must be discarded in favor of practical knowledge and a liberal 

education emphasizing philosophy, science, and history; Latin and Greek 

are unessential. He laments the current vogue of the family tutor instead 

of the restraining influence of university life. Noble blood and wealth 

without proper learning will never make a "compleat" gentleman. Only 

two Character-like passages promote this thesis, a short, witty descrip¬ 

tion of a "Meer scholar" and a well-rounded portrait of a "Good Father" 

who personifies all the qualities of the gentleman Defoe would like to 

see in the aristocracy. 

One further aspect in the genealogy of the eighteenth,century 

ideal man is seen in James Forrester’s The Polite Philosopher (1734). 

For fashionable success this writer stresses the need for politeness, 

a quality comprised of common sense, moderation, and benignity. The 

school of the polite man is observation of the world, where ladies are 



especially helpful in acquiring correct polish. By concentrating on one 

theme and contrasting the impolite and polite man through several apt 

Character sketches, he denotes a change in attitude toward vice and sin. 

He implied that the seriousness of certain vices and follies lay in 

their offending the demands of society, not in their transgressing a 

divine law. 
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Chapter II 

Even though it wae prescribed for an eighteenth century public, 

Forrester's attitude toward sin is basically that of Restoration comedy. 

When in 1660 Davenant and Killigrew were licensed to reopen the theatres, 

which for most purposes had been closed since 1642, their first productions 

were revivals of Elizabethan plays to which were added tiro outstanding 

innovations, the rhymed heroic drama and the comedy of manners. The love 

and honor themes of the masterful tragedies of Dryden, Otway, and Lee 

were basically romantic. The satirical and witty bent of the Character 

found little place in their development, notwithstanding the fact that 

Dryden obviously knew the form as shown by his "Character of a courtier 

without wit" in the Dedication to Aureng-Zebe (1676). Rather it was in 

the comedy of manners purposely directed to a courtly aristocracy that 

the Character had a stimulating existence. This absorption manifested 

itself in two ways, in an occasional set speech by one of the dramatis 

personae put in relatively normal Character form or in the lively re¬ 

velation of a type through dramatic action. The Character's plan to 

depict representative individuals by pointed, satiric blows fitted smoothly 

into the high-toned conversational humor of these comedies. The coining 

of names indicating the chief features of each type also showed the uni¬ 

versal rather than particular point of view of this drama. Baldwin asserts 

that the Character reached Restoration comedy primarily through the social 



portraiture of Moliere, although Jonson's “humour" plays had predisposed 

audiences to accept such typing.V This idea might be enlarged if Moli&re 

be credited with the development of the Character in action and Jonson 

with the static Character descriptions, but one must not preclude the 

possibility of direct knowledge of Characters produced previously to and 

simultaneously with these dramas. 

John Wilson's The Projectors (1665), a close imitation of Jonson, 

is outstanding because of one especially lively character, Suckdry, the 

usurer, who animates an otherwise mediocre comedy of intrigue. His. 

servant describes him first as one who "never sleeps but he seals up the 

nose of his bellows, lest they lose breath, and has almost broke his brains 

to find the like device for his chimney and his throat! ... He will tell 

you to the crumb how much difference there is in point of loss between a 

2 
hundred dozen-of bread broken with the hand and cut with a knife!" Soon 

after this speech the miser enters in frantic search for a lost half-piece; 

when it is discovered he slinks off to count and gloat over his hidden 

gold. The combination of a well-formed description and revealing action 

succeeds better here than in a similar attempt with Sir Gudgeon Credulous, 

the projector. 

In his use of plot, language, and character Wilson might be con¬ 

sidered a transitional figure between the original Jonsonian comedy and the 

indigenous Restoration comedy of manners. Sir George Etherege in The Man 

of Mode, or Sir Fopling Flutter (1676) went a step further in a realistic 

dramatization of his remarkably homogenous generation. A brilliant but 



corrupt society which revelled in repartee, which visited the familiar 

haunts of Hyde Park, the Hew Exchange, and Spring Gardens, which preferred 

the subtleties of the chase to a passive acceptance of proper love and 

marriage, which scorned the fops, the hypocrites, and the tradesmen who 

blundered into their closed circle found a dramatist to suit their tastes 

in Etherege. Ill-breeding and vulgarity might offend this society but 

to it dullness was the supreme vice; Etherege*s skillful, witty prose 

never committed this sin. Realism was his forte, the realism of re¬ 

producing his dissolute, frivolous, but intellectually acute world. The 

Man of Mode has been labeled the quintessence of his art. Certainly the 

intrigue Dorimant maintains between Harriet, Mrs. Loveit, and Bellinda is 

superior, but in the exquisitely drawn Sir Fopling Flutter his analytical 

art reaches its peak. This beau set a high standard which other dramatic 

attempts in the type seldom if ever duplicated. Some time before his 

actual entrance, Bellair, Medley, and Dorimant characterize him in a 

conversation that retains much of the temper and style of the earlier form. 

He thinks himself the pattern of modern Gallantry. 

He is indeed the pattern of modern Foppery. 

He was Yesterday at the Play, with a pair of Gloves up to his 

Elbows, and a Periwig more exactly Curl’d than a Ladies head 
newly dress’d for a Ball. 

What a pretty lisp he has! 

Ho, that he affects in imitation of the people of Quality of 

France. 
His head stands for the most part on one side, and his looks 

are more languishing than a Ladys when she loll’s at stretch 
in her Coach, or leans her head carelessly against the side of 

a Box i'the Playhouse. 
He is a person indeed of great acquir’d Follies. 

He is like many others,beholding to his Education for making 
him so eminent a Coxcomb; many a Fool has been lost to the World 
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had their indulgent Parents wisely bestow'd neither Learning nor 
good breeding on 'em. 

He has been, as the sparkish word is, Brisk upon the Ladies 

already. ... A Compleat Gentleman . . . according to Sir 

Fopling, ought to dress well, Dance well, Fence well, have a 

genius for Love Letters, an agreeable voice for a Chamber, be 

very Amorous, something discreet, but not over Constant.3 

As each scene reveals more of him, Sir Fopling, in a preposterously 

affected French manner, lives up to all that was said of him. Still, such 

an admirable blending of the two species of Character is hardly found again. 

Thomas Shadwell has been called "foremost among the dogmatic, 

fanatical, and intemperate worshippers at Jonson's shrine."1* To this 

subservience may be attributed much of the slow-moving exposition recited 

in the first act of The Virtuoso (1676), a play which satirized impractical 

pedants absorbed in speculative scientific ventures. Longvil and Bruce 

recite their own attributes, then sketch the Characters of Sir Formal 

Trifle and Sir Samuel Hearty, and Sir Formal obliges with a picture of Sir 

Nicholas Gimcrack. Sir Formal Trifle, a language-fop, best discloses his 

personality through a series of high-flown, rhetorical speeches, not with¬ 

out humor. He is called "the most Ciceronian Coxcomb: the noblest Orator 

breathingj he never speaks without Flowers of Rhetorick."^ One sentence 

tells all of Sir Nicholas. "'Tis below a Virtuoso, to trouble himself 

with Men and Manners. I study Insects."^ It is interesting to note 

that Butler included a "Virtuoso" among his Characters and that Sir Formal 

reappears in Tom Brown1s Lindamira. The concentration on the comedy of 

"humours" gave a bourgeois and often vulgar tone to his work. That The 

True Widow was unsuccessful may be attributed to the improbability of 
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Lady Cheatly’s disappearing ink fraud and to the excessive number of love 

plots and intrigues. Two types are sharply etched, however-,-Young Maggot, 

the foolish lover and would-be poet, and Prig, the universal gamester 

and authority on horses and dogs. Again the Character form, followed by 

typical action, marks the former who "though he has made love and wit 

his whole business, he has gotten no farther yet than to be thought a 

wit by the fools, and an ass by the witty men."7 

Of John Crowne's many dramatic endeavours, Sir Courtly Kice 

(1685) is.by far his best, for the action is particularly spritely and 

the complications involved but not unclear. Incidental to the main plot, 

Crowne registers some tidy blows on religious fanatics in the persons of 

Hot-Head and Testimony. Farewel ably contrasts the fop of the title with 

the smelly, offensive Surly. "Sir Courtly is so gentle a Creature, he 

writes a Challenge in the style of a Billet-deux; Surly talks to his 

Mistress, as he would to a Hector that wins his Moneys. Sir Courtly is 

so pleas’d with his own Person, his daily Contemplation, nay, his Salvation 

is a Looking-glas, for there he finds eternal Happiness. Surly1s Heaven, 

at least his Priest, is his Claret Glass; for to it he confesses all his 

Sins, and from:It receives Absolution and Comfort.When these two actually 

meet on the stage the fastidiousness of the one and the rudeness of the 

other are thrown into high relief. Sir Courtly sins further against the 

Restoration code by his belief that "men of Quality are above Wit; 

appropriately enough,the main limb of his conversation is "your humble 



servant.” Leonora shows off his preciosity still more by affecting an 

equally refined taste, which would be nauseated by such a small thing 

as linen not washed in rose-water by the Dutch. Crowne refines his beau 

almost to the point of absurdity, but one remnant of common sense appears 

when Sir Courtly flees from the advances of a coquettish middle-aged aunt. 

Conversational brilliance in this play is subordinated to rapid and often 

burlesque action, and a sentimental slant is show in Bellguard's gruff 

concern for his sister's honor. 

ColleyCibber, taking hints from Crowne and other dramatists, 

in Love's Last Shift, or The Fool in Fashion (1696), popularized a new 

kind of drama, the comedy of sensibility. Tears flowed freely as the 

long-suffering Amanda slyly tricked her rakish husband into loving her 

as wife, not mistress. Vanbrugh realized the fundamental absurdity of 

such a rapid transformation and quickly satirized it in The Relapse. 

Again rapid movement and ingenious stage business replace solid dialogue 

and plot, as in the farcical basement scene between the two servants, 

Anne and Snap, or in the comic interlude of mixed identities between Sir 

Novelty and Flareit. He anticipated the change in dramatic principles 

which the severe critic, Jeremy Collier, dogmatically voiced in 1698. 

Moral reform certainly was not his purpose; as actor and theatre manager 

pecuniary profit must have motivatedthis alteration. Appropriately enough, 

since Cibber's greatest acting triumphs were in foppish roles, his most 

lasting dramatic creation became Sir Novelty Fashion. A new note of un¬ 

conscious stupidity marks this fop's effeminacy. He blithely believes 



he is doing service to his country and the "ribband” makers by starting 

a vogue for this trimming; instead of gracing Narcissa with loving compli- 

nents,he lavishes praise on his own over-dressed person. Even when dis¬ 

carding his mistress, he grants her a higher portion so as to effect a 

general raise throughout the town. Sir Novelty in action is far superior 

to his Character in repose. In the latter he is called a fool "that 

heaven intended for a man; but the whole business of his life is, to make 

the world believe he is of another species."^ On another occasion while 

the two sets of lovers are walking in the park, the action stops for a 

moment as they jocundly anatomize several society types in set speeches 

reminiscent of Mercury's descriptions in Act II of Cynthia's Revels. 

Beau Noisy is condemned in short, antithetical sentences, such as he 

"goes to church without religion, is valiant without courage, witty 

nil 
without sense, and drunk without measure." 

Although Vanbrugh satisfied both Restoration and sentimental 

tastes in the denouement of The Relapse, his real dramatic talents are 

more visible in The Provok'd Wife (1697)* His consummate art of creating 

fops rests in Sir Foppington of the earlier play, but in Lady Fancifull 

and Sir Brute of the later drama he reworks the type with several changes. 

As Heartfree characterizes her, Lady Fancifull possesses all the marks of 

a female-beau. He says "there is not a Feature in your Face, but you 

have found the way to teach it some affected Convulsion; your Feet, your 

Hands, your very Fingers ends, are directed never to move without some 

ridiculous Air or other; and your Language is a suitable Trumpet, to draw 
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Peoples Eyes upon the Raree-show."12 Love for Heartfree so torments 

her that she is not above spying and specious intrigue to secure him. 

An uncomfortable feeling of harsh reality accompanies her final defeat. 

Vanbrugh’s high skill in caricature makes the monstrous, licentious 

husband, Sir John Brute, into a beauish rake in reverse. It is not 

difficult to imagine Cibber's Loveless, if not redeemed by Amanda, 

evolving into such a cruel and cynical figure. One misses the witty 

gaiety of Etherege’s dialogue which the serous undertone of this comedy 

does not encourage. However, the energetic complications of the plot, 

with its multiple discoveries and tricks, compensate for this lack. 

His very emphasis on action rather than conversation accounts for the 

scarcity of stationary Character descriptions; Vanbrugh's dramatis personae 

vehemently speak for themselves. 

Whereas Vanbrugh was generally content to use a more common 

language, William Congreve strove for the highest verbal artistry. For 

brilliance, balance, and polish of the spoken word he has never been 

surpassed. He sought "to design some character which should appear 

ridiculous, not so much through a natural folly ... as through an 

affected wit; a wit, which at the same time that is affected, is also 

false."^3 Even more significant is the statement that he follows Terence 

and Menander,the latter who "had no less light in the formation of his 

characters, from the observations of Theophrastus, of whom he was a 

disciple."1^ Thus, the circle closes. The dramatic quality suggested 

in Theophrastus' Characters is transformed by this Restoration playwright 



into a finished product of which, the ancient could justly be proud. Both 

writers let their creations reveal themselves by word and action. Theo¬ 

phrastus pierced deeper into the nature of mankind to lay bare the 

multiple vices hidden there. Congreve concentrated on surface mannerisms 

and superficialities of the world, but stripped them just as naked. Their 

motives were not dissimilar, to nhow their respective societies how they 

had deviated from a norm of behavior. Neither were moralists in the 

religious sense of the word: to unmask folly was their aim. Congreve 

enjoyed the advantage of a heritage of witty, epigrammatical language 

which he uses to best purpose in The Way of the World (1700). None of 

his characters are either completely original or wholly admirable. His 

plots are often borrowed from his predecessors, but all these defects 

seem relatively unimportant in the face of his striking dialogue. He 

created a timeless picture of the Restoration mode even as it had begun 

to fade. The lengthy and often artificial monologue variety of Character 

does not succeed here because Congreve's quick-witted sophisticates would 

not allow such restraints. Instead, the Character is condensed to even 

smaller compass, sometimes to one or two pointed sentences, on other occa¬ 

sions to a bit of conversational banter. The peculiar type of beau so 

prominent in other comedies is conspicuously absent here, but his mannerisms 

remain in Lady Wishfort, his verbal affectations in Petulant and Witwould. 

Congreve must have realized that such a gullible and apish specimen would 

be utterly out of place in this intellectual milieu. One of his fops 

copies not the French fashions and the latest gesture, but steals other 



men’s wit. Mirabell says of Witwould, "he is a fool with a good memory, 

and some few scraps of other folks' wit. He is one whose conversation 

can never he approved, yet it is now and then to he endured. He has 

indeed one good quality, he is not exceptions; for he so passionately 

affects the reputation of understanding raillery, that he will construe 

an affront into a jest; and call downright rudeness and ill language, 

satire and fire."^ This is one of the few fixed descriptions; more 

illustrative of his art is the one sentence picture of Millimant. "Her 

follies are so natural, or so artful, that they become her; and those 

affectations which in another woman would he odious, serve hut to make 

her more agreeable." In the verbal duel between Millimant and Mirabell 

her clever expos tuition on wanting to be "very strange and well-bred" 

serves only to cloak a sincere love. 

Other examples of the two-fold importation of the Character 

into the drama are many, but these suffice to indicate its degree of trans¬ 

formation. Its ultimate importance in the dramatic art is not found in 

the residues of the seventeenth century form but in the suggestions it 

gave in the way of compressed language, insight into personality, and 

descriptive analysis. Long after the Character as such had lost its small 

place in comedy, dramatists profited from its lesson. 
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Chapter III 

The most remarkable aspect of the Character-sketch was its 

adaptability. As it entered conduct writing and the drama, it was seen 

to take new shape and emphasis. When the periodical essay discovered it, 

the form reassumed much of its old vigor and stylistic pattern for a time, 

only again to be changed in yet another direction. This new slant, 

directly resulting from a shift in emphasis which had begun even as early 

as Overbury, expressed an interest less in personality than in the ex¬ 

ternals of behavior, manners, and appearance. Balph Johnson's definition 

of the later seventeenth century Character found in his rhetorical grammar, 

The Scholar's Guide (1665), will illustrate the change. 

A Character is a witty and facetious description of the nature 
and qualities of some person, or sort of people. 

1. Chuse a subject, viz., such a sort of men as will admit 
of variety of observation, such be drunkards, usurers, 
lyars, taylors, excise-men, travellers, pedlars, merchants, 
tapsters, lawyers, and upstart gentlemen, a young Justice, 
a Constable, an Alderman, and the like. 

2. Express their natures, qualities, conditions, practices, 
tools, desires, aims, or ends by witty Allegories, or 
Allusions, to things or terms in nature, or art, of 
like nature and resemblance, still striving for wit and 
pleasantness, together with tart nipping jerks about 
their vices or miscarriages. 

3* Conclude with some witty and neat passage, leaving them 
yto the effect of their follies or studies. 

Hot from one source alone came this transformation; every new writer and 

\ 

every new decade added a particular touch. As a rule La Bruyere received 

most credit for enlarging the scope of the Character by adding background 
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and by considering the persons in conversation, motion, and contact with 

other individuals. Such was the Character as Addison and Steele used it; 

however, as has been shown, the native English Character itself was 

traveling in the same direction. A combination of both the English and 

French influences, then, must be considered when discussing its place 

in the eighteenth century periodical essay. 

One of the numerous forces which molded the Character-sketch’s 

integration into the essay was the "trip about town" or "journey" literature, 

normally related to roguery writing. Both traditions, but particularly 

the latter, shaped Richard Head's and Francis Kirkman's The English Rogue 

(Part I 1665; II 1668; III ana IF 1671) • Despite prodigious borrowings 

from Nashe, Greene, and the foreign picaresque novels, this ends up a 

chaotic mass of lewd stories, horseplay, criminal acts, and jests in¬ 

effectually unified by the adventures of the "hero," Meriton Latroon. The 

authors' moral claim to inspect vice so as to avoid its dismal effects is 

a weak sop which completely fails to blind the reader to their real purpose 

of appealing to the lowest hastes by a narration of decadence. Even the 

few Characters used to pad the story are poor. The only one with spirit 

and a certain metaphorical charm is "The Character of a Bottle of Canary" 

personified as a "brisk spark, and therefore courtiers adore him; ... he 

is filled with nimble fancies, therefore the wits frequent him, exhausting 

P 
his radical moisture, to distil it into poetical raptures." 

The Country Gentleman’s Vaae Mecum (1699),although it enjoyed 

no semblance of The English Rogue’s success, at least follows through with 



its avowed moral purpose of warning country youths of the follies and 

vices peculiar to the town, even as Deleter in The Gull’s Horn Book had 

facetiously attempted. Completely overshadowed by the then popular 

London Spy and restrained by a sober tone of imprecation, yet it manages 

some lively Character descriptions. Among the idle companions to be 

avoided are mentioned the sot, the beau, and the gamester, each discussed 

in a typical day’s action. The author restrains his condemnation somewhat, 

but the types are sufficiently obnoxious to exemplify the dangers of the 

city. For example, a sot "is distinguishable from the rest of his Species, 

both by his Smell, Garb, Shape, and Face, his foul Linen, sore Eyes,. 

■5 

stinking Breath;of the beau, "The first three Hours of every Day are 

constantly dedicated to the setting his Wig and Cravat, rolling his 

4 
Stockings, redning his Lips, and p«ainting his nauseaous Phiz." After 

Ward set the literary fashion for this style of writing, the small book 

reappeared, slightly edited, as The Tricks of the Town Laid Open; or., a 

Companion for Country Gentleman (17^6), and recaptured a larger share of 

fame. 

All of this is by way of introduction to Bed Ward’s The London 

Spy (1698-I7OO) issued as a monthly periodical based on the same kind of 

trip motif which he so profitably exploited in A Trip to Jamaica. Only 

now his racy narrative is confined to London and its environs. By dwelling 

on the trivial and unimportant, by using abundant characterizations of 

taverns, coffee-houses, unusual people met along the streets, by reporting 

local news, and by enlivening it all with abundant metaphors, similes, and 



bawdy comments he creates a unique product. Like Overbury.'.he aims to amuse 

and divert his readers rather than reform them, and to do this he frequently 

resorts to the Character. As in Restoration drama where the form was found 

either in its normal style or developed through action,, here also Ward 

casually and often crudely portrays typical Londoners in a sentence or 

two without breaking the narrative, or definitely pauses, as in chapter 

fifteen, to write full-length and more formal Characters. This last type 

is obviously used as padding, since on more than one occasion he states 

that as there is nothing further to observe he will conclude his remarks 

with a Character. But these and the more dramatic types fit neatly into 

his discursive plan; it seems perfectly natural for the University man 

come up to town to stop and comment on eccentric sights and people he 

sees. However, for the development of the Addison and Steele style of 

Character, his method of giving a dramatic introduction, of tying the 

Character and story together by dialogue, and of providing a proper setting 

is more important. Although he mentions Earle’s Mierocosmographie in the 

prefix to "The Character of an Irishman," little if any of the earlier 

writer’s genial humanity comes out in these pictures of gamesters, quacks, 

fish-women, highwaymen, and harlots. The facts in the case are certainly 

not- new in "The Character of a Beau,” but a certain fluidity and gay 

abandon mark his metaphorical treatment. "His body's but a poor stuffing 

of a rich case, like bran to a lady’s pin-cushion, that when the outside 

is stripped off, there remains nothing that’s valuable. His head is a 

fool’s egg which lies hid in a nest of hair. His brains are the yolk, 
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which conceit has addled. ... He's a bubble to all he deals with, 

from his wench to his periwigmaker, and hates the sordid rascal that won't 

flatter him. ... He's a coward among brave men, and a brave fellow 

among cowards; a fool amongst wise men, and a wit in fool's company. 

The closing play on words especially denotes a close familiarity with the 

works of Overbury, Breton, Mynshul, or Stephens. In The Weekly Comedy 

(1699) bis attempt at dramatic Characters is more successful, this clever 

experimentation again foreshadowing the Tatler and Spectator. He constantly 

employed the form in The Modern World Disrob'd (1708), Mars Stript (1709), 

and in the politically slanted The Secret History of the Calves-head Club. 

6 
(1703) On the whole, Ward must receive his due for popularizing the 

ever-changing London scene and at the same time further liberating the 

Character from its formalized pattern. 

As fellow Grub street hack and friend of Ward, the expected thing 

for Tom Brown to do was to profit from his companion's financial bonanza. 

For a model he took C. B. Dufresny's Amusemens Serieux et Comiques (1698), 

another piece of tour literature, but the end result is unmistakably his 

own. In Amusements Serious and Comical (1700) Ward is closely imitated, 

but Brown’s artistic superiority asserts itself as he amplifies, polishes, 

and lightens many of the London vignettes treated rather feebly by the 

previous author. As one looks at similar Character-sketches done by these 

two.it becomes apparent that Brown commanded a subtler wit, a keener eye, 

and a sharper sense of the dramatic, for his pieces possess a certain 

amiable lightness which is combined with a greater insight into the cause 
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and effect of personality. The restraining fetters of the older form are 

less binding for him, as he touches his types with a neat conversational 

tone. These changes axe most noticeable in the "Antiquated Beau." 

Observe that old starched fop there; his hat and peruke continue 

as little acquaintance together as they had in the year '65• . • • 
Ask him his profession and you'll puzzle him with the inquire; for 

he has run thro* the whole circle of employments, and never has 

been master of one grain of honesty since his admission into 

either. Transubstantiation, Non-resistance and Predestination, 

have vice versa been articles of his creed. ... Of all trades 

that are necessary to set up an antiquated beau, his haberdasher 

loses the least by him; for he weares no hat otherwise than 

under his arm, lest his brain should be over-heated and his head 

be rendered not cool enough for him to over-reach his master with. 

1 The rules of the form are relaxed by his deliberate neglect of complicated 

language, favoring as he does the short, cadenced comic simile, and also 

by the fact that he wrote fewer but longer and generally more decent 

Characters. As recent scholarship shows, a tangible kinship exists between 

Ward and Brown and in turn between the two and Addison. Boyce, illustrating 

this transition by their respective tableaus of Westminster Abbey, says 

"in Ward the descriptive journey is the main thing, with only a word of 

moral reflection. In Brown description and reflection go hand in hand. 

In Addison solemn thoughts suggested by the scene have greater importance 

8 
than the scene itself and constitute the amusement." 

The influence of early newsheets and periodicals on the Tatler 

and Spectator has received full critical attention, but not all of these 

journals advanced the Character's growth. One of the first question and 

answer papers was Roger L’Estrange's The Observator (1681-1687)> more a 

F ‘I 

’I 

! 

commentary on intellectual and political interests than a news outlet* 



In the dialogue between the Trimmer and the Observator, which runs through 

about eleven numbers, and in "The Character of an Honest Man," a typical 

Stoic, the staunch Tory creates a much less favorable picture of that 

political persuasion than Halifax did. The extended nature of the 

controversy precludes much concentration on Character motifs, but an 

influence is still apparent, especially in one well-organized paragraph 

where the Trimmer’s steadiness is called "only that of a Politicall 

Weather-Cock, that shews you where the Wind sits, by turning his Tail to 

the Weather."^ 

L‘Estrange*s title was taken over by Tutchin in his Observator 

of 1702, a Whig vehicle, the same author whose poem The Foreigners (1700) 

had provoked Defoe’s The True-Born Englishman (1700). Both of these 

poems reflect their writer’s knowledge; of the Character, Tutchin in a 

well-organized satire on Holland and Defoe less successfully in a personifi¬ 

cation of the sins which Spain, Italy, Germany, France, and England signalized. 

Defoe had tried the Character before and was to try it again in the Review 

(1704-1713), in. Mist’s Weekly Journal (1725). and Applebee’s Journal 

(1721 ff.), but the racy storyteller in him seldom if ever admitted a use 

of the stereotyped form. The Character to him was a handy tool which 

helped advance the sensible reformation of manners proposed in the Review, 

as in the Scandalous Club where he definitely meant to censure the actions 

of men by merrily satirizing general abuses. The number of Characters is 

very small in the Review itself, but the other two periodicals offer 

excellent examples of his power to individualize portraits while still 
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keeping the value of the type. That the Review was one of the most 

important precursors of the Tatler has "been clearly defined..^® It is 

most likely that Steele carried over the club device as a means of pre¬ 

senting Character sketches learned not so much from Defoe as from Ward, 

Brown, La Bruyere, and lesser writers. Defoe cannot alone receive credit 

for advancing the genre for he was only one of many who pointed the way 

to Addison and Steele; his suggestion of moral reform and the elimination 

of the dialogue form were of greater worth to them. For Defoe's best 

treatment of the Character,, one must look at Applebee*s and Mist^s. 

He tells a somewhat disconnected story of ah aging country girl who 

desires a rich, romantic husband of the knight-errant variety. Other 

good female species, again narratively presented, are ’’The Description 

of an Unmanageable Wife," an irritating scold, and "The Description of 

a Quarrelsome Wife," one who lives on strife and drives her husband to 

distraction and illness. He obviously favors women, and when he chooses 

to characterize the male sex, it is usually related in some way to mal¬ 

treatment of the female. His social reform strikes a personal note in 

the piece "On Learning" where he defends himself and other genuine scholars 

from the attacks of the illiterate beau mode who likes to say "but this 

Man was no Scholar." That his Characters, like this one, were often 

drawn from actual life is accepted, giving further spice to his writings 

plus another suggestion which Steele could make his own. 

Naturally Defoe resorted to the Character to advance his political 

beliefs, but not so strenuously as did Charles Leslie in The Rehearsal 
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(1704-1709), the short-lived Tory organ which took from Buckingham's 

burlesque its riamp and plan of witty indictment. On the whole the 

sketches are weak, discursive, and lack point. In assaulting the 

Tackers and others who were on the opposite side of the political fence, 

he would have done well to study the seventeenth century pamphlet- 

character for a lesson in emphasis and critical acuteness. 

Defoe had been one of the first to give articulate voice to the 

powerful, growing middle class, and while Addison and Steele continued 

this trend, they also directed their doctrine of reform to the aristo¬ 

cratic group. The concern of courtesy literature to establish a standard 

of conduct for the gentleman was part of their goal, and they assumed the 

bias of Brathwaite, Peacham, and Ellis in seeking tonake religion respect¬ 

able, that is, compatible with good-breeding, while at the same time 

emphasizing the useful life. The French concept of the honnite Homme 

added to this English heritage formed a new type, the good man of tender 

sensibilities who actually enjoyed doing good for others, as well as 

cultivating social graces and gaining a knowledge of the world and 

literature.^ This sentimental humanitarianism acted as a final norm 

by which the two judged the passing scene of their contemporary England. 

La Bruyere had set the stage for a genial satirization of men's foibles 

in the light of a "mean," his honnete homme, even as Theophrastus had 

with his magnanimous man, and Addison did with his man of sense. They 

chose to express the divergencies from this criterion by means of the 

Character-sketch. Baldwin has ably traced the influence of the Frenchman 
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on Addison,^ which Papenheim subjected to further intensive study,^ 

but Dunham, more clearly recognized the undeniable importance of the 

English background of Character-writing which these other critics tended 

14 
to minimize. He notes a decided revival of the form by the republica¬ 

tion of older Character collections in the early 1700's, by the use of 

the Character in such a work as Ward's The Humours of a Coffee-House 

(1717)) and concludes that "the interest in character-writing was so 

great that Steele was using only common journalistic sense in catering 

to it. . . . It was ... to the development and popularity of the 

Character more than to any other one source, that we owe the Tatler, 

and consequently, the Spectator This merely reiterates by con¬ 

centrating on more obvious sources what has been shown to be a gradual 

but very real infiltration of the older Character, now individualized, 

into the periodical essay. Steele vigorously points the way by stating 

his moral lessons in short narrative descriptions, in personified ab¬ 

stractions, in the club scheme, in contrasting two or three opposite 

types, or in tracing the growth of one "vice1’ in its various degrees 

through several people. As to his religious and moral purpose, it may 

be traced to the ideas expressed in The Christian Hero. But his clever 

and charitable satire displayed also the mental outlook peculiar to 

coffee-house devotees, an attitude of reasonableness and sympathy for 

the common things and a genuine respect for order and forbearance toward, 

another's faults. Heinvades domestic life, detects gamblers'; and sharpers' 

arts, derides pedants, holds up the female sex as worthy of respect, all 



with the object of unmasking pretension and folly. His pious but urbane 

point of view did not exclude humor, for unlike Hall, both he and Addison 

hoped to laugh mankind out of its sins. Examples of this plan are 

unlimited. To show how adroitly the Character gives concrete force to 

his arguments, notice his definition of a gentleman in whom "the height 

of good breeding is shown rather in never giving offence, than in doing 

obliging things; thus he that never shocks you, though he is seldom 

entertaining, is more likely to keep your favour, than he who often 

entertains, and sometimes displeases you. The most necessary talent 

therefore in a man of conversation, which is what we ordinarily intend 

by a fine Gentleman, is a good judgment.”i0 Sophronius lives up to 

this creed, but the pretty Fellow, the Toast, the Critic, the Wit, and 

others transgress this law either by exaggeration or by neglect and in¬ 

difference. Colonel Brunett,the man of fashion, "practises a very 

jaunty way of behaviour, because he is too careless to know when he 

offends, and too sanguine to be mortified if he did know it; . . .he 

is very successfuly loud among the wits, and familiar among the ladies, 

and dissolute among the rakes: thus he is admitted in one place, because 

he is so in another."^ Of a Rake he says "he is a poor unwieldly wretch, 

that commits faults out of the redundance of his good Qualities. . . . His 

desires run away with him through the strength and force of a lively 

imagination, which hurries him on to unlawful pleasures, before reason 

has power to come in to his rescue."1® Tom Modely stops the author on 

the street, superciliously instructs him on the finer points of making 
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socM calls, "when on a sudden he looked on his watch, and said, *he 

had twenty visits to make,* and drove away without further ceremony."^ 

Here are several stages of development—the Character in abstract dis¬ 

cussion, the Character in a personalized but still recognizable type, 

and the Character in action. One has only to look at Sir Taffety 

Trippet (No. 47) to watch its being expanded into the short story. 

When Addison collaborated with Steele in the production of 

the Spectator (1711-1712), this reserved but highly learned scholar 

brought a new note, of well-humored caricature and a graceful, cultured, 

and colloquial prose style to his delineations of people dominated by 

some eccentric or unreasonable force. The concentration onr.morals 

and manners intensifies, and the club plan, sketchily begun by Steele, 

is expanded into a panel of judgment. Each of these five lifelike 

figures, happily combining both the idealistic and realistic facets of 

their walks of life, is cramped by the exigencies of his own particular 

destiny. But each can act as an object lesson to others in its class. 

Will Honeycomb, the fop, is not unlike his predecessors, but to Addison 

his eccentricities are of less value than his admirable merits of good 

humor, pleasing conversation, and a worthy appreciation of women. By 

no means a perfect specimen, Will still outranks the outlandish female 

or male beaux who violate the law of propriety by their love of clothes, 

food, and the niceties of behavior. Comparisons and contrasts with this 

type are numerous; in the story of the female Piet (No. 4l), in the letter 

from the oM gouty gallant who wears high-heeled shoes to please the ladies 
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(No. 48), in Vocifer, the type of fine gentleman who deludes women by 

his appearance (No. 75)> in Honeycomb's brush with pedantry (No. 105)) 

in the definition of a man of wit and pleasure for whom "plain and simple 

vice was too little" (No.151), in the facetious dissection of a Beau’s 

head (No. 275), and in Prettyman’s languishing actions before his 

window (No. 485). By gentle but devastating ridicule, Addison destroys 

all the affectations of these types. Admonition and amusement are 

admirably joined in the Woman's Man of whom he says, "If you see a man 

more full of gesture than ordinary in a public assembly, if loud upon 

no occasion, if negligent of the company round him, and yet laying 

wait for destroying by that negligence, you may take it for granted 

that he has ruined many a fair one. ... An elevated chest, a pinched 

hat, a measurable step, and a sly surveying eye are the marks of him; 

. . . When a gentleman with such perfections adds to it suitable learn¬ 

ing, there should be public warning of his residence in town, that we 

may remove our wives and daughters."^0 

Will Honeycomb, as a Character, receives not the full develop¬ 

ment accorded Sir Roger de Coverley, who through a series of papers 

devoted to him, becomes more and more the individual, although never to 

21 
the point of ..losing his identity as a type. Baldwin was one of the 

first to notice how near this approaches the novel by its "faithful 

description of life and manners, interest in character and incident. It 

22 
needed only to be thrown into the form of a continuous narrative." A 

lineal descent is noted between Overburyrs Country Gentleman, Sir Roger, 
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and Fielding’s Squire Western. Since more effort and space is devoted 

to de Coverley, this relationship is easier to trace, hut an equally 

pertinent kinship exists between Overbury’s Gallant, Honeycomb, and 

Lovelace or Mr. B. In addition to this note of fiction, the periodical 

essay also perfects the technique of illustrating a moral or ethical 

premise by means of a Character, a device which the novelists utilized 

not only in their main personages but also in the mentor characters who 

often enter the story merely to point up a principle or act as oracle 

for the author’s personal opinion. 

Hot only from the Tatler and Spectator did the novelists learn 

these tricks, nor did Character-writing in the periodical essay stop 

with them. In the Guardian (1713) Addison and Steele introduced a new 

set of Characters, chatted pleasantly of home life over the Lizard 

testable, talked not so.pleasantly of politics, continued the critical 

papers with Tickell’s discussions of pastoral poetry, increased the 

number of clubs, and unflaggingly defended the female sex. On the whole 

the Characters are rather stale, less interesting and less skillfully 

done. Ambrose Philips’ The Freethinker (1718-1721), one of the superior 

imitations of these three periodicals, is well-written, carefully arranged, 

and increases considerably the amount of fiction. In number the Characters 

are drastically reduced, and unfortunately few are of beaux or fops, 

attributable perhaps to the slant of the paper which pleaded for a return 

to right judgment and Intellectual acumen. The Intelligencer (1728) by 

Swift and Thomas Sheridan served mainly as a satirical mouthpiece for the 
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Deanfs political and literary opinions. An allegory similar to that in 

The Tale of a Tub on Patrick (Ireland), Andrew (Scotland), and George 

(England) admits some telling characterizations in its discussion of 

Irish trade and the "Drapier" money controversy. The eighteenth century 

John Bull "was ever a great Lover of his Belly, and formerly used to cram 

himself with Beef, Pudding and White-Pot; but for some Time past, he has 

ok 
taken more Delight in new-fangled Toss-ups, and French Keckshaws. 

Chesterfield's Common Sense (1737-17^1)> despite a political bias> also 

promulgates the earlier dislike for affectation and excess. Fatuus is 

merely a later but more consciously ignorant Colonel Brunett who "talks 

Politics to his Women, Wit to Ministers of State, displays his Learning 

to Beaux, and brags of his Success in Gallantry to his Country Neighbours."^5 

Johnson led the way in the latter half of the century with 

the Rambler (1750-1752), and just as Addison and Steele had imprinted 

anunerasable personal mark on their offerings, so Johnson's serious, 

philosophical, and less humorous nature affected his essays. Because he 

enjoyed a particularly acute insight into the really important and last¬ 

ing qualities of life, he felt it his unique task to challenge public 

opinion when it did not conform to what he judged to be genuine human 

nature. He sought to inculcate wisdom and piety rather than advance 

learning. Again the Character helped him clarify his moral lesson. Many 

of his essays deal with the difficulties of the man of letters, in his 

own hazardous existence and in the trouble made by those who usurp the 

reputation of learning. The famous Dick Minim in the Idler shows Johnson's 



disdain for pedantry, but ttepettiness of this Character's life is 

reflected in many of the Rambler sketches. The Virtuoso who destroys 

his estate for a collection of trivia (No. 82), Nugaculus who has nothing 

better to do than collect scandal (No. 103), Mrs. Busy to whom household 

management is more important than her children (No. 138), Eriphile who 

lives only to have an immaculate home (No. 12)—all their artificial 

fastidiousness arises from attention to unworthy causes and degrades the 

dignity of mankind. Much the same theme lies behind the Idler (1758-1760), 

but here it takes on a greater ease and familiarity of style and a certain 

gaiety. With grave, dry humor he exposes various ramifications of the 

ridiculous by presenting Jack Whirler who is so busy doing nothing that 

he has no time to enjoy anything (No. 19), Miss Gentle who lives by the 

clock (No. 100), Tom Restless who haunts the coffee-houses for bits of 

opinionated knowledge (No. k8), and Sam Softly whose sole love is the 

history of family genealogies (No. 93) • For a solution to these ills 

Johnson offers the Gospel of Work, the need for every man to lead a 

rational life of active virtue. So spoke Voltaire in Candida. 

Johnson's mixture of the grave and elegant gave a lasting fame 

to his essays which their small circulation would not have justified. 

The very absence of these qualities in the Connoisseur (1754-1756) was 

what he criticized, but the youthful George Colman and Bonnell Thornton 

preferred a partial return to the entertainment found in satirizing the 

vices of the town. Most often their types have no descriptive names and 

suffer by this lack of personalization, but much delightful humor is 
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expended on foppishness in hoth men and women. It is almost unexpected 

that anything new could he said about the beau, but their tongue in the 

cheek portrait is amazingly fresh and vivid. The "male beauty" goes to 

the last limits of effeminancy with his washes, perfumes, and elaborate 

toilet. All John Hardman’s study is "to new-mould his face and person; 

he throws his goggle eyes into leers, languishes, and ogles; and 

endeavours to draw up his hideous mouth, which extends from one ear to 

the other, into a simper. His voice which is naturally of a deeper base 

ozr 
than a hurdy-gurdy, is in a manner set to a new tune." 

Amazingly enough,the Character’s life in the periodical essay 

was still not exhausted. It found a happy place in The Gentleman»s / 

Magazine; Goldsmith recognized its merits in The Citizen of the World. 

The Mirror, the Lounger, and the Trifler, to mention only a few, brought 

it into play. But the degree of its absorption had been perfected by 

1750} and again the Character was ready to enter another period of renewed 

vitality. 
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Chapter IV 

The middle-class reader catered to by Defoe, Addison, and 

Steele grew increasingly interested in literature as the eighteenth 

century progressed. The tone of bourgeois morality prominent in these 

authors' works was n ot merely an arbitrarily selected code of conduct, 

but a genuine expression of their own middle-class mentalities. Both 

the writers and their public recognized the need for social and ethical 

reform. The latter wanted direction for its half-formed ideas of 

behavior. The license and liberty of Restoration drama grew distasteful 

to them, the continental romances seemed too artificial, the periodical 

essay furnished precept and maxim but lacked the fascination of a good 

story. These people were not unlike Theophrastus' Athenians, for they 

were interested in nothing so much as themselves. They loved character¬ 

izations, as the popularity of the genre testified, but they also delighted 

in tales of intrigue, adventure, and romance. Their tastes were primed 

for the novel, which could present characters in a plot framework and 

at the same time point a useful moral. 

Satire and its adjacent forms had usually been content to show 

the surface eccentricities, vanities, and hypocrisies and by displaying 

such follies in all their distastefullness perhaps produce some re¬ 

habilitating effect. The Character had begun in a small way to analyze 

hidden motives of behavior, but the novel's task was to look even deeper 



into the human heart and uncover the why as veil as the vhat of man’s 

actions • The novelist collected his dramatis personae from experience 

and placed them in a situation conceivably like real life; thus, his 

criticism could be tvo-fold, against the character itself and against 

the social milieu vhich colored and shaped it. The Character-sketch 

assisted in both vays, by offering a stock of well-formed types which 

had only to be put into dramatic action to come alive and by providing 

a rich background of eighteenth century life—coffee-houses, rogues' 

haunts, country manors, universities, town houses, humble abodes. At 

the start the Character had sought to be objective, abstract, and static, 

constructing its type through minute dissection and analysis; however, 

it slowly changed into a subjective, concrete form where the type re¬ 

vealed itself through a well-defined sequence of difficult situations. 

It was a neatly tied present waiting for the novel. 

Fiction had employed the Character long before the great 

masters of thencvel came on the scene, but the examples are limited and 

not of much worth. Ingelo's Bentivolio and Urania (1660), a didactic 

romance rightly classed by Sir Walter Raleigh as the lowest depth to 

which this style had sunk, tried to put its religious concept of higher 

love in allegorical form. Most of its cumbersome types are buried in a 

maze of confusing abstractions and tiresome moralizing and only in the 

description of Piacenza does the slightest bit of the Character's virility 

materialize. Aphra Behn included several in The Lover's Watch (1686), a 



saccharin mixture of timorous prose and verse, and in The Fair Jilt (1688) 

she opens with a formalized Character of a fop, the only man on whom love 

can work no miracles. Her sketch, pointedly sarcastic but well-put, has 

him standing with "his Head a little bent to one Side, supported with a 

World of Cravat-string, which he takes mighty Care not to put into Dis¬ 

order; as one may guess by a never failing and horrid Stiffness in his 

Neck."'*’ The ordinary descriptive passages in the novella itself lack 

the sprightliness of this piece. Tom Brown’s Lindamira (1702) is a 

remarkable anticipation of the epistolary novel of domestic life, fore¬ 

casting also the Spectator* s bent of tempering morality with wit. Linda¬ 

mira is not unlike Pamela in her inviolable deportment and the useful 

lessons she draws from the trials of friends,' and despite a rather care¬ 

less structure the book maintains a fair amount of satire and comedy. 

Although more than likely not entirely Brown's creation, his hand is seen 

in the sizeable number of Characters, drawn either from his own ex¬ 

perience or suggested by Shadwell's The Virtuoso, and while these are 

generally in the older style they fit neatly into the conversational 

pattern. 

The class to whom these novels were directed possessed certain 

characteristic features. Of this group Boyce notes "its deplorable in¬ 

ability to find a graceful answer to the question of pleasure and decency, 

its mysterious preference for security rather than originality and inten¬ 

sity, its incorrigible social ambition and love of the details of high 

life, its luxuriating in sentiment while it keeps its eye on the dry article 
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money, its gaucherie and its addiction to romance."*2 Such a down-to-earth 

society wanted its sermonizing done in the simplest way, since it did not 

relish the intellectual labor of unraveling obscure motives and hidden 

forces. It still clung tenaciously to a remnant of the late medieval love 

of classification and arrangement. For this public the novelist furnished 

types, some purposely "flat," that is, constructed on one basic idea or 

quality, which would make them comparable to the older stereotyped 

Character. But fortunately more were two and three dimensional, or 

"round," that is, having an ability to surprise in a convincing way.-* 

One cannot dogmatically test each character by this rule, since a 

skillful author often concealed his "humour" types by keeping them in 

continuous action. 

That this deception was not always successful is demonstrated 

by the novelists occasional use of the easy device of the seventeenth 

century style of Character, but fortunately instances of this are relatively 

few. In Jonathan Wild (17^3) Fielding in his typically ironic style 

introduces Thomas Heartfree in a set Character, making him a sort of 

gentle "gull." "He was possessed of several great Weaknesses of Mind; 

being good-natured, friendly, and generous to a great Excess."** In¬ 

finitely more effective is the facetious summary of Wild’s personality 

at the close of the book; a more brilliant example of specious reasoning 

would be hard to find. Of Jonathan he says , "The Character which he most 

valued himself upon, and which he principally honoured in others, was that 

of Hypocrisy. His Opinion was, that no one could carry Priggism very 
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far -without it; for which Reason, he said, there was little Greatness 

to be expected in a Man who acknowledged his Vices; but always much to 

be hoped from him who professed great Virtues.Fielding continues with the 

genre in his characterizing of Square and Thwackum, but now he begins to 

shatter its stylistic shell and ingeniously rebuild it in a contrast and 

comparison form. "Square held human nature to be the perfection of all 

virtue, and that vice was a deviation from our nature, in the same manner 

as deformity of body is. Thwackum, on the contrary, maintained that 

the human mind, since the Fall, was nothing but a sink of iniquity, 

till purified and redeemed by grace. In one point only they agreed, 

which was, in all their discourses on morality never to mention the word 

goodness."^ He recognizes the danger of leaning too heavily on this 

technique in the description of Sophia Western, for after drawing a 

pleasant picture of her physical beauties he refuses to analyze her 

inner virtues since that "may rob the reader of that pleasure which he 

will receive in forming his own Judgment of her character. 

Smollett is particularly fond of the style, in fact a little too 

fond, for his novels generally suffer from over-emphasis on type-casting. 

But in the sketch of a "Female virtuoso,*• Narcissa's aunt in Roderick 

Random (17^8), he adroitly concludes a formalized sketch with a vivid 

description of her personal appearance. "She sat in her study, with one 

foot on the ground, and the*other upon a high stool at some distance from 

her seat; her sandy locks hung down in a disorder I cannot call beautiful, 

from her head, which was deprived of its coif, for the benefit of scratching 



with one hand, while she held the stump of a pen in the other.” The 

reader is warned by this introduction to expect her bombastic poetry 

and peculiar intellectual interests which are gradually revealed through 

action and conversation. The Characters in The History of Pompey the 

Little (1751) nearly overwhelm the plot? indeed,the story seems only an 

excuse to string together cutting satirical scenes of high and low life. 

In addition one often finds the word "character” introducing 

a short passage of description, but this must be taken in its dictionary 

meaning as an aggregate of qualities that distinguish one person from 

another, not in the generic sense. By noticing Smollett's use of both 

the Character and the "character" in the "Female Virtuoso," one can 

recognize the relationship which exists between such passages and the 

direction taken by the late seventeenth century Character in its con¬ 

centration on externals of behavior, manners, and dress. Many par¬ 

ticularised enumerations of clothes, carriage, and physical appearance 

can be fitted into a transitional position. One of the more striking 

is that of Captain Whiffle in Roderick ’Random, undoubtedly intended 

by Smollett as a militant expose of the shocking ineptitude of some 

naval commanders. This fop comes on board the dirty, battle-scarred 

ship dressed so: "a white hat, garnished with a red feather, adorned 

his head, from whence his hair flowed upon his shoulder in ringlets, 

tied behind with a ribbon. . . . The knees of his crimson velvet 

breeches scarcely descended so low as to meet his silk stockings, which 



rose without spot or wrinkle on his meagre legs."^ 

The possibility of tracing what the novelists loved to call 

their "originals" back to their earlier Character types is limitless. 

Pamela would be like Breton's "Virgin," Clarissa like Habington's "Of 

a Mistress," Grandison like Overbury's "Fine Gentleman," Dr. Primrose 

like Hall's "Humble Man," Tabltha Bramble like Defoe's "Quarrelsome 

Wife," and on ad infinitum. It will be more profitable again to 

concentrate on one type, now grown so complex that his title must be 

"beau-fop-gallant-rake-rogue," and through him show to what degree certain 

authors stay within or escape the confines of the type and how their 

moral purpose is advanced through this individual. 

Strangely enough Moll Flanders must join this masculine company 

for superficially she is a rogue, but with a difference. Defoe's concern 

for womankind expressed in his conduct and periodical writings is here 

epitomized in one hapless but not helpless female. Unfortunate circum¬ 

stances, not a bad heart, cause her to travel the road of physical sin, 

thievery, imprisonment, deportation, and final repentance. Although 

incident piles upon incident and husbands and children appear and dis¬ 

appear with equal abandon, the reader never doubts her honest desire for 

respectability and peace. The society that pushes her on is not always 

at fault, for Moll is frequently imprudent and indiscreet, hardened in 

her ways by professional pride. Put to every test and hardship imaginable, 

she is never the hypocrite or fool. She is Defoe's type of Good Woman¬ 

hood often trammeled by the cruelties of injustice. Without money the 
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prospect of honorable marriage is denied her and for money, the standard 

of her world, she goes to all lengths, suffering mental and moral scruples 

with every act of violence. Hers is not a "flat" character; it is merely 

that Defoe does not tell the reader all he knows of her, his journalistic 

instinct making him stress the multiplicity of adventures which can 

buffet a lone woman but still leave relatively unspoiled her original 

purity of intention. As a moral lesson in the flesh she is commendable, 

as an individual whom the reader can take to his heart she is often lack¬ 

ing. Defoe is still clutching too tightly the protective apron-strings 

of the Character, but in Mollhe gives some valuable pointers to his 

successors on how to untie those strings. 

Moll had held the center of the stage, and with Richardson 

women continue front center. Ofttimes his male characters seem so 

many accessories before the fact who throw into high relief the heroine's 

virtue and goodness. This is partially true of Mr. B., but decidedly not 

so of Lovelace. Richardson's knowledge of the female heart and mentality 

is remarkably perceptive and Pamela and Clarissa, paragons respectively 

of chastity and triumphant virtue, remain his masterful productions. Even 

as one sees Richardson maturing as an analytical artist between the creation 

of these two females, so also is his growing comprehension of male psychol¬ 

ogy apparent. Too much of the aura of a dastardly, conniving young 

aristocrat surrounds Mr. B. as he lowers himself to try devious tricks and 

stratagems in an attempt to violate the innocent serving girl. Except for 

Richardson's restraint and his emphasis on one basic personality flaw, 



this Character might have degenerated into a melodramatic villain. Mr. B 

himself says he is not an abandoned profligate, but remarks "consider the 

Pride of my condition. I cannot endure the Thought of Marriage, even with 

a Person of equal or superior Degree to myself; and have declin’d several 

Proposals of that kind: How then, with the Distance between us, in the 

World's Judgment, can I think of making you my Wife?"^ The conflict 

between this pride and his innate sensibilities divorce him from the 

senseless and shameless rakes of Character fame. True his reform comes 

too suddenly, much like a fifth act conversion, but the reader has been 

prepared rather subtly for his show of genuine affection brought about 

by Pamela's merit and cheerfulness. And so the reader is inclined to 

believe him when he says "Love, true Love, is the only Motive by which I 

am Induc'd.Commensurate to how completely one accepts this trans¬ 

formation is how well Richardson has advanced his plan "to cultivate the 

Principles of Virtue and Religion in the Minds of Youth of both Sexes." 

That he was only partially successful, not only with Mr. B. but also 

with Pamela, is obvious from the number of burlesques and satires which 

followed tie book's publication. Something was fundamentally lacking, and 

one source of trouble might be his failure to individualize Mr. B., to 

get away from a preconceived idea of what he typifies. 

Lovelace is another case entirely; not even the shackles of an 

epistolary style can restrain him. As one critic says, "how Lovelace can 

write!" Indeed the reader sees even deeper into his tormented soul by 



the minute descriptions of every twist and turn of his desires, frus¬ 

trations, and brutalities. No type-casting will suit him, for like 

Iago, he is a villain but a villain more than begrudgingly admired. 

Even Clarissa falls prey to his forceful personality, and if her in¬ 

domitable will had been one bit less strong, the reader might expect her 

to rush headlong into his arms. However, like the star-crossed lovers, 

unrelenting forces throw them into an impossible situation whose only 

end can be tragedy. But it is a triumphant tragedy, for Clarissa dies 

the serene death of a saint who has defeated and forgiven her offenders, 

and Lovelace, while unredeemed, is so deeply seared by her sacrifice that 

only expiation brings peace to his soul. Admittedly he is a rake, even 

a rogue, as the abductions, dopings, and cunning deceptions testify. 

His motives are equally base, a revenge on all womankind, in particular 

on the Harlowe family for their blow to his pride. Nevertheless, he 

is an intellectual, reasonable scoundrel who might have yielded to 

Clarissa's demands, except that his love of pleasure rather than love 

of honor overwhelm him as soon as he leaves her presence. Theirs was 

the meeting of the irresistible force and the immovable object, each 

inseparably bound one to the other,but neither able to retreat. One 

must conquer, and Clarissa was the victor, but Lovelace’s was not an 

inglorious defeat. Richardson with almost unimaginable skill has gathered 

in this one man all the affectations and vanities of afop, the inhuman 

beastiality of a rogue, the charm and grace of a beau, and the indifference 

of a rake—an unsurpassable masculine paradox. The reader may sob audibly 



at Clarissa’s death, but one never dares say "I told you so" as Lovelace 

sighs "Let this expatiate." The tedious little printer has created a 

masterpiece, so complex, so credible that his ethical plan to show the 

distresses that attend misconduct is almost too convincing. 

A neat distinction is set up by Maynard Mack between the curve 

of tragedy which is one of self-discovery and the curve of comedy which 

is one of self-exposure. In the first, life is an experience where the 

reader must try to get inside the character, in the second it is a 

spectacle where the reader stands outside, an objective observer.12 

Fielding chooses to express his didacticism in the comic mold, 

and so asks the reader to walk the dusty English roads with Joseph Andrews 

and Parson Adams as they suffer one adventure after another. Originally 

intended as a satire against Pamela. Fielding soon lost himself in a 

fascination for his characters and ultimately created a unique product. 

This eighteenth century na'ive Don Quixote and his innocent Sancho, with 

Lady Booby and Mrs. Slipslop advance the author's ironic concepts of 

country or city life, and in Mr. Wilson’s story he succinctly condenses 

almost everything he has to say about vanity and affectation. This one 

narrative, really intended as a symbolic forecasting of the happy ending, 

reduces to pathetic absurdity all the pretensions of the fine gentlemen, 

debauching rakes, drunkards, false philosophers, wits, gamesters, and 

patrons who crowd the London scene. The author's obviouB moral purpose, 

to contrast urban corruption with rural joys, is helped by his use of a 



type character, Mr. Wilson, who is led by a false standard of values, 

enters this environment and suffers the consequences of poverty and 

imprisonment for his misconduct. This story within a story has all the 

markings of many Characters tenuously held together by a thread of plot, 

but, then, the reader is not expected to know Wilson as an individual. 

He must only listen to his tale of misery and deduce the ethical lesson. 

In Tom Jones (17^9) Fielding transfers the goodness of heart 

motivating Joseph and Parson Adams to the person of Tom, but now it is 

the basis of a fully matured philosophy. The main character expresses 
» 

a moral code diametrically opposed to the sentimentalism of Richardson, 

one which demands that good be done only for the personal satisfaction 

it brings, not in expectation of a reward. Generous impulses and respect 

for others fill Tom’s heart, and when he slips into rakish habits it is 

always with reluctance and scruples. Whereas Mr. B. needed to be saved, 

Lovelace should have but could not have been redeemed, and Mr. Wilson 

effected his own conversion, Tom actually never goes outside the pale 

of moral righteousness. He 3s more the man and less the idealized hero, 

one whose transgressions are heedless lapses of an otherwise loyal 

worshipper at Sophia's shrine. Indiscretion not perversity causes him 

to sin, and Fielding prefers him with all his faults to those who hypo¬ 

critically misbehave behind the veil of rigid propriety. But the shadow 

of a type falls a bit too strongly on Tom. He is a loveable rake, but 

the reader questions the tenacity of his good intentions, even as one 

did Mr. B's. The reader may expect Lovelace to go back to his old ways, 
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but not Mr. Wilson, for they represent two extremes—the completely 

liberated and unpredictable character and the predictable static type. 

Mr. B. and Tom are borderline cases, but the benefit of the doubt goes to 

the latter since Fielding gives him a much more reasonable and decent 

philosophical measuring rod. In a scale of relativity which would illustrate 

the Character’s development in the novel, one would place Wilson at the 

bottom, followed by Moll Flanders, next Mr. B., then Tom Jones, and finally 

Lovelace, five pertinent examples of the change from the formalized type 

to the personalized individual. 

With Smollett one returns to the hustle and bustle of a grim but 

humorous and infinitely complex physical life. Characters are in abun¬ 

dance, but these retrogress, surprisingly enough, to the late seventeenth 

century variety. Gradual revelation of personality through conflict, 

conversation, or conversion is unnecessary with Smollett for his types 

are already stripped naked, leaving them free to be pommeled by myriad 

misfortunes. Fundamentally, his combination of physical peculiarities 

and twisted psychological traits are caricatured jfctures, such as Lismahago, 

the ludicrous Scotsman, or Lt. Bowling, the salt of the earth seaman. 

Social, professional, and national types, both old and new, flow from the 

pen of a man who could brilliantly capture the startling externals. 

Roderick Random on his return from the French campaigns assumes the guise 

of a pretty fellow and experiences the same disheartening adversities as 

Mr. Wilson. The ancestry of Roderick as the rake can be traced to Nashe, 

Greene, Overbury, Dekker, Beau Noisey, and Will Honeycomb. Over and over 



again this same story had been repeated, hut still men were foiled by 

the old tricks of the town. Smollett tries a new method on his in¬ 

different society, attempting to make them as thin-skinned and sensitive 

to violence and crudity as he. Realism and inescapable accuracy, dev¬ 

astating in its sardonic power, is the cudgel he wields. It is not 

within the scope of his moral plan to have Roderick do more than gain 

worldly knowledge during his days as a man about town. The reader must 

change, not Roderick. 

Actually this does not exhaust the employment of the type. A 

very modified and law-abiding beau is Jerry Melford in Humphry Clinker 

(1771)> and the younger Squire Thornhill of Goldsmith’s The Vicar of 

Wakefield (1766) wreaks havoc in the Primrose family, but these two are 

fairly colorless and under-developed in comparison with their predecessors. 

Those five types more fully discussed above show the Character as it 

helped the developing novel, gradually infiltrated it, and finally lost 

its separate identity. The Character’s history was lengthy and colorful, 

clearly one of great importance. 



Notes 

Aphra Behn, The Fair Jilt, 1688; repr. The Works of Aphra Behn, ed., 

Montague Summers, London, 1915# V, 73* 

p 
Tom Brown, The Adventures of Lindamira, ed., Benjamin Boyce, Minneapolis 

1949> p. xi. 

3 For a full discussion of this classification of "flat" and "round" 

characters see E. M. Forster, Aspects of the Novel, New York, 1927# 
pp. 103-118. 

k 
Henry Fielding, The Life of Mr. Jonathan Wild the Great, World's 

Classics, London, 1932, p. 67. 

5 Ibid., p. 257. 

Henry Fielding, The History of Tom Jones a Foundling, Modern Library, 
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Conclusion 

That the Character could hold such a prominent place in most 

of the important seventeenth and eighteenth century prose forms is 

especially noteworthy in view of its original static structure. Its 

continued existence can be followed even into the nineteenth century, 

for thi later period also found it a useful aid. But its basic trans¬ 

formation has now been traced—from an abstract, objective treatment 

of a type done in epigrammatical, conceitful language to a subjective, 

individualized study of a person, still a type, written in lucid, flowing 

prose. The didactic purpose originally introduced by Hall persisted in 

a subdued but powerful manner. 

Even as the Character was changing so also was the attitude 

toward the beau fluctuating. Oh the whole, his modes of dress and 

behavior reflected the extreme tastes of each particular decade,but the 

way ih which these eccentricities were viewed is the important consider¬ 

ation. Theophrastus disinterestedly reported the facts of the case, 

Hall expostulated with true religious fervor, while Earle stated his 

disfavor with a certain moderation. Others in the seventeenth century, 

however, generally too£ the satirist's point of view and were quicker to 

laugh than to reform. A^out the middle of the century, however, every¬ 

thing which this type exemplified again became more and more the object 

of religious and moral rebuke. With the possible exception of the. 
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Restoration, the note of imprecation and solemn warning intensified and 

the overwhelming feeling seemed to he that such a person constituted a 

definite menace to society through the had example he gave in flaunting 

the laws of convention and good taste. Addison*s and Steele*s desire 

to reform such types through the use of gentle satire was the scheme 

generally adopted hy other periodical essayists and novelists, for 

with the standard of the gentlemanly ideal firmly based on ethical 

premises, the heau could no longer he viewed as a humorous spectacle. 

By characterizing him and his companions, the rake, fop, gallant, and 

rogue, these writers obviously aimed at effecting a change of heart in 

the reader. Their ability to bring the type closer to reality, to 

inculcate the moral lesson in an impressive life-like individual is 

what makes the characters in the periodical essays and novels so vi>idly 

memorable. The desire to redeem society from its follies, especially 

from the extremes personified by the beau, unfortunately was not 

immediately successful, but the Character succeeded in laying a foundation 

of methodical usage which could be employed by later authors in this 

worthwhile crusade. One can thank this intriguing literary development 

for much of the enjoyment the reader derives from the vibrant characters 

who fill the pages of modern prose. 


